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Isokangas, Ari, Analysis and management of wood room 
Faculty of Technology, Department of Process and Environmental Engineering, University of
Oulu, P.O.Box 4300,  FI-90014 University of Oulu, Finland 
Acta Univ. Oul. C 363, 2010
Oulu, Finland

Abstract
The objective of this work was to study the effect of adjustable process parameters on wood loss
and bark removal in tumble drum debarking. The effect of capacity on the size distribution of the
chips was studied in order to determine the optimal capacity for both the debarking and chipping
sub-processes. The final aim was to propose a control strategy to optimise the processes by
adapting their parameters according to the quality of the raw material. 

When the research started, earlier automation systems had focused on keeping the process
alive, and economic values such as wood loss were not considered important. The process is
usually controlled manually and shifts have different ways to manage it, which are based on trial
and error. Bark removal in chemical pulp mills is usually higher than the values recommended in
the literature, which in turn causes log breaking in the drum and increases wood loss. Even a small
reduction in wood loss could have a substantial financial outcome. The lack of raw materials some
time ago and the recession nowadays have highlighted the importance of more efficient log use. 

Data survey techniques were employed to reveal the interactions between drum variables from
noisy measurements. Wood room data were analysed by modelling and deriving conclusions from
the resulting parameters. In addition, log breaking and the size distribution of the chips were
analysed under different process conditions. A pilot-scale drum was used to study residence time
and the mechanical abrasion of logs. 

The results of this work indicated that the ratio of the volume of logs in the drum to capacity
determines the residence time of the logs in the drum. Other variables influence the volume of logs
in the drum, which together with capacity determine the residence time of logs in the drum, which
affects wood loss and bark removal. The effect of capacity on the size distribution of the chips was
not unambiguous, however, and it was therefore recommended to operate wood room at high
capacity, because this reduces wood loss and increases annual production. The proposed control
strategy adapts the residence time of logs in the drum to the quality of the debarked raw material
by controlling the position of the closing gate. In addition, the control strategy adjusts the rotating
speed of the drum using an open loop control. 

The results can be used to optimise the wood room process parameters. If the problem in wood
room is excessive debarking, the residence time of the logs can be reduced and the rotating speed
of the drum lowered. In this way the logs will be damaged less and wood loss will be reduced.
Bark removal requirements in mechanical pulp mills are high, and the process parameters can be
adapted to avoid problems in the subsequent processes due to excessive bark. 

Keywords: bark removal, chip, debarking, log cleanliness, wood handling, wood loss
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Debarking of the logs is usually the first process stage in pulp and paper mills. 

Debarking is needed to separate the bark from wood, due to many harmful effects 

at the following process stages. The debarking drum does not operate in an ideal 

manner, and wood loss always occurs, which means the mass percentage of lost 

incoming wood material without bark (Niiranen 1985). Wood loss depends 

mainly on the end product and the quality of the raw material, i.e. its species, 

temperature (especially below zero degrees), cutting season, log freshness and the 

dimensions of the logs. Koskinen (1999) estimates normal wood loss to vary in 

the range 1–3% and Agin & Svensson (1990) indicate that a wood loss of 5–6% is 

normal. The end product mainly determines the requirements for the bark 

removal, which is usually measured by log cleanliness measurement system. Log 

cleanliness is defined as the percentage of the log surface that is bark-free after 

debarking. For groundwood pulp or thermo mechanical pulp (TMP) a log 

cleanliness of 98–99% is usually required, but if the mill produces bleached 

softwood kraft pulp, then about 85–92% log cleanliness is acceptable (Koskinen 

1999). High bark removal requires a long residence time of logs in the drum 

(acronym residence time), and wood loss may become high, Fig. 1. On the other 

hand, insufficient bark removal, which saves raw material, starts to increase the 

chemical consumption in chemical pulp making and detracts from the quality of 

the end product, especially in mechanical pulp making. The debarking result is 

therefore a compromise between wood loss and bark removal. In the Finnish 

chemical pulp industry, the log cleanliness for softwood in particular is normally 

above 85–92%, which according to Koskinen (1999) is acceptable. This means 

that aiming at a lower bark removal makes it possible to reduce wood loss. This is 

emphasised when bark removal is already high and it is almost impossible to 

remove all the bark, but if the processing is continued, wood loss will continue to 

increase. Furthermore, a prolonged residence time of the logs in the drum will 

increase the probability of their breaking. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the optimisation of debarking between wood loss and 

bark removal, which is measured by log cleanliness. 

In chemical pulp mills it is the wood room that produces the raw material for the 

following cooking process usually by means of debarking and chipping. The 

quality of the chips depends mainly on bark removal in the debarking drum and 

log washing after debarking, which affect the bark, sand, metal and plastic content 

of chips, and the quality of raw material and chipper equipment, which affect the 

size distribution of chips. The target size distribution of the chips contains a high 

amount of the accept fraction and low fractions of undersized and oversized 

chips. The quality of the chips has a great effect on the operability of the cooking 

plant, the quality of the pulp and production costs (Öman & Söderstam 2001). In 

groundwood mechanical pulp mills chipping is not part of the process chain, but 

the correct bark and impurity removal still affects the quality of the end product. 

If the end product is refined mechanical pulp, chipping is one sub-process, 

although the optimal chip dimensions are slightly different from TMP pulp chip 

dimensions (Varhimo & Tuovinen 1998).  

The wood room has been pushed into the background in the field of research. 

Interest has arisen in the wood room in recent years partly because of on-line 

measurement systems for wood loss and bark removal, but also because engineers 

have begun to understand the potential for savings. In the past, the only way to 

measure the wood loss was to determine it in the laboratory from manual samples. 

The work was laborious, as it took hours to analyse a sample and data with a long 
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analysis time and high variation between individual samples could not be used for 

control purposes. In any case, economic values such as wood loss were not earlier 

considered important. Nowadays the situation is the opposite, and on-line wood 

loss and bark removal measurement systems have enabled the research of wood 

room data. Raw material costs play a considerable role in the economics of pulp 

and paper mills, and as the quantity of logs processed in the wood room is huge, 

even a small decrease in wood loss has a noticeable economic influence. The 

importance of more efficient log use was increased some time ago by the shortage 

of raw material and more recently by the recession, but the selection of drum 

parameters in many wood rooms is still based on trial and error. The process is 

often controlled manually and shifts have different ways of managing the process.  

1.2 Scope of the work 

The purpose of this thesis is to achieve an understanding of the effects of 

adjustable process parameters (e.g. rotating speed of the drum, capacity, position 

of the closing gate and filling degree of the drum) on wood loss, bark removal and 

chip size distribution. The aim is to propose also a control strategy, which can 

optimise the processes by adapting their parameters according to the quality of the 

raw material. This thesis is concerned solely with vertical chippers and tumble 

drum debarking. The process equipment, raw material quality, de-icing of logs 

and chip screening are excluded from this work. 

1.3 Research problems 

The following problems related to wood room operations were identified:  

1. Process optimisation. Only a few studies of drum debarking exist, and it is 

not known how all process parameters affect wood loss and bark removal. 

2. Knowledge of the debarking mechanism. A debarking drum is a simple tube 

in which the bark is detached, but the details of the debarking mechanism are 

not known.  

3. Wood room measurements. On-line measurement systems of wood loss and 

bark removal based on image analysis show high variation even if the process 

parameters are kept constant. The sources of variation are not known, but 

they may be connected with the uncertainty of on-line measurement systems 
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or changes in the quality of the raw material. Reference measurements are 

needed to judge the reliability of these measurements. 

4. Managing debarking and chipping together. How can a wood room be 

operated in order to take both sub-processes into consideration? 

5. Process control. How the process parameters should be adjusted when the 

quality of the raw material changes?  

1.4 Research assumptions 

It was assumed for practical purposes that scaling between a pilot-scale drum and 

mill-scale drums can be done and that the log flow in the pilot-scale process is 

similar to that in the real process. 

1.5 Research hypotheses 

The aim of this thesis was to solve the above problems by testing the following 

hypotheses: 

1. Debarking process analysis. The debarking drum parameters affect wood loss 

and bark removal (Papers I, II, III and IV). 

2. Data survey. It is possible using data mining methods to find the underlying 

laws of a process even if it appears at first that there are no correlations in the 

original data (Paper II). 

3. The effect of residence time of logs on the debarking result. The residence 

time of the logs in the debarking drum is determined by the process 

parameters (Paper III) and affects wood loss and bark removal (Paper IV). 

4. Interactions between the debarking drum variables. The interactions between 

the debarking drum variables can be explained, which is an important step 

towards process control (Papers II and III).  

5. Measurement reliability. The wood loss measurement system is reliable 

enough for control purposes.  

6. Process control. The changes in the quality of raw material can be eliminated 

by adjusting the process parameters. 
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1.6 Research environment 

The general frame of the research consisted of five Finnish wood rooms, four of 

which produced chemical pulp and one thermo mechanical pulp (TMP). The 

chipping results of mill D are published in the master’s thesis of Laura Pihtsalmi 

(2005) and the analysis of wood loss and bark content of chips at mill C in the 

master’s thesis of Sami Porkola (2006). The drum dimensions and wood species 

are summarised in Table 1. The drums also possess other differences as well as 

their dimensions. Mill A has a special closing gate structure which covers much of 

the drum end even in the 100% open position, mill C does not have bark slots in 

the drum, mill D enabled log cutting and studies with different lengths of logs, 

and mill E allowed operation at higher capacities than in the case of the other 

drums.  

Table 1. Drum dimensions, wood species and special features of mills. 

Mill Drum length [m] Drum diameter [m] Wood species Special features 

A 35 6 spruce, pine and birch closing gate structure 

B 35 5.5 spruce  

C 35 5.3 birch, aspen and spruce no bark slots 

D 31.5 5 spruce log cutting 

E 26 5.5 pine, birch high capacity 

Drum debarking itself is quite a simple separation process. The problems 

originate from inaccurate measurements and from the varying quality of the raw 

material, which cannot be directly measured on-line. These reasons led to an 

examination of the process in a pilot-scale drum where all the process parameters 

can be fully managed and the logs are homogenous. The residence time of logs in 

the drum is of particular interest because it is thought to correlate with wood loss 

and bark removal. The pilot-scale drum is 50 cm in diameter and 3 m length, as 

opposed to 5 m and 30 m in the corresponding industrial drum. Everything is 

reduced on a scale of 1:10, except for capacity, for which the scale is 1:1000. 

There are 24 barking staves inside, and the closing gate moves horizontally and 

can be altered manually to any position. The declination angle of the drum is also 

adjustable. The rotating speed of the drum can be adjusted continuously from 0 to 

29 r/min. The logs were homogeneous, of diameter 15 mm and cut to lengths of 

20, 30 and 40 cm, corresponding to ones of diameter 15 cm and length 2, 3 and 4 

metres in the actual process. The experiments conducted using the pilot-scale 

drum provided better process observation possibilities and a good environment 
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for managing and measuring the variables. The pilot-scale drum used in the 

experiments is presented in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. The pilot-scale drum at the University of Oulu. Reprinted from Paper IV. 

Published by permission of Appita. 

The modelling work and pilot-scale drum experiments were carried out in the 

Control Engineering Laboratory. The modelling work was done mainly using the 

Matlab program, which is a numerical computing environment and 

programming language from MathWorks that allows easy implementation of 

algorithms and interfacing with programs in other programming languages. An 

additional Matlab package, Simulink, was used for the process simulations. 

1.7 Outline of the work 

The first chapter of this thesis provides an introduction to the study, the scope of 

the work, the problems to be investigated and the initial assumptions, states the 

hypothesis, describes the research environment, outlines the work and identified 

the contributions of the various co-authors. The second chapter describes the 

wood room environment, earlier wood room research, typical wood room 

measurements and the effects of the quality of the chips on the pulp making. The 
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third chapter describes the theory of the modelling methods used in this work and 

the results of the process analysis. The fourth chapter contains a suggestion for 

control strategy in accordance with the process analysis results. The results 

presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are discussed and summarised in the fifth chapter. 

Finally, conclusions are presented in the sixth chapter.  

1.8 Contributions 

The experiments in Paper I were designed and the results analysed and reported 

by the present author. 

The work reported in Paper II was done in close co-operation with the second 

author, who had invented the ideas employed in it. The present author then coded 

these in Matlab, tested them and performed the simulations. The present author 

also worked out the debarking case. Both worked on deriving the conclusions 

from the data survey and writing the paper. 

The experiments in Papers III and IV were designed, carried out and the 

results analysed by the present author, Kati Pöllänen, Anna Hyvönen, Ossi 

Laitinen and Jani Österlund. The students Antti Haapala, Marjo Kivijärvi and Jori 

Kerälä also assisted with the experiments. 

The experiments in the Paper V were designed, the control strategy developed 

and the results analysed and reported by the present author. 

The experiments at mill E were carried out together by present author, Kati 

Pöllänen, Anna Hyvönen and Matti Tuomaranta. They were also designed 

together. The video analysis of the log breaking was performed by Kati Pöllänen 

and Anna Hyvönen and the results were analysed together. The image-based 

filling degree and sound analysis measurement method was developed in 

conjunction with a debarking research project running during the years 2003–

2005. The master’s thesis of Laura Pihtsalmi (2005) concerned with chipping in 

mill D and the master’s thesis of Sami Porkola (2006) concerned with the analysis 

of wood loss and bark content of chips in mill C were part of a wood room 

research project. The present author was mainly involved in planning, supervising 

and helping in these studies. The image and sound data analysis (Isokangas et al. 

2006) was reported mainly by present author, but Mr. Aki Sorsa contributed to the 

development of filling degree measurement method and Mr. Matti Tuomaranta 

contributed to the development of the sound analysis. The results are presented in 

this work to form a more uniform picture of debarking.  
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2 The wood room process environment  

The wood room (or debarking plant) typically includes sub-processes from log 

loading to chipping. Chipping is not performed if end product is groundwood 

mechanical pulp. Chip screening can be performed there too, but it is 

recommendable to leave it until after storage because the chips can be damaged 

and become sorted while in piles. The typical process layout from log loading to 

chip storage in thermo mechanical or chemical pulp making is shown in Fig. 3 

(KnowPap 9.0 – Learning System for Papermaking and Automation 2007). 

 

Fig. 3. Typical process layout from log loading to chip storage (KnowPap 9.0 – 

Learning System for Papermaking and Automation 2007, published by permission of 

Metso Corporation). 

The raw material is usually delivered to the mill by trains or trucks and the logs 

are normally cut in the forests to a free length of 2–6 m. In the past a large 

proportion of the wood was floated to the mills, which made debarking easier, 

because the moisture content of the logs has a major effect on the bond strength 

between the bark and the wood (Belli 1996, Liukko & Elowsson 1999). After 

weighing the incoming raw material at the mill gate, and in some cases also 

measuring its volume, the logs are discharged to the mill yard for intermediate 

storage or directly into the process by truck loaders. Some process layouts contain 

slashing decks, which enable the logs to be cut to certain lengths. Logs are then 
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are lifted towards the drum by the infeed conveyor. During cold periods hot water 

or steam is used in the infeed conveyor to de-ice the logs, which also weakens the 

bond strength between the bark and the wood, making the logs easier to debark 

(Hatton 1987). Then the logs enter the debarking drum, which is usually from 5 m 

to 6 m in diameter and from 25 m to 35 m long in tumble debarking. The logs are 

debarked in a drum, where they hit against the drum and each other causing the 

separation of the bark from the logs (Scheriau 1972). The bark and some wood 

material exit usually through bark slots in the side of the drum. Finally, the logs 

leave the drum through the closing gate at the discharge end. The position of 

closing gate mainly affects the filling degree of the drum, which means the 

proportion of the drum volume which is occupied by the logs. Next the logs are 

typically sprayed with water at the washing station to remove the remaining loose 

bark and other impurities. Stones are removed from the main material flow at the 

stone trap and metal detector stops the conveyor if fragments of metal are found, 

which are removed manually. These protect chipper knifes from damage, which 

would detract from the quality of the chips. The logs are then cut into chips by 

either a gravity or horizontal feed chipper. In some plants the short logs are 

separated from the main stream and chipped with a short wood chipper. The chips 

are transported by a conveyor belt first to chip piles and then to a screening 

device, or in some cases in the opposite order.  

Wood loss occurs at the wood storage, debarking, chipping, screening, chip 

transport and chip storage stages; see Table 2 (Agin & Svensson 1990). Niinimäki 

& Stoor (2003) concluded that the main source of wood loss is log breaking, 

while brooming of the log ends is another noticeable source, and one that is 

emphasized with a long residence time. Niinimäki & Stoor (2003) calculated that 

if rounding of the log end is complete, the wood loss through brooming is 0.5–

3.1% depending on the log dimensions. Chipping does not directly affect wood 

loss, because undesired wood particles lead to wood loss later, in screening. 

According to Koskinen (1999) a wood loss of 1% per month is possible during 

chip storage. 
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Table 2. Sources of wood loss (Revised from Agin & Svensson 1990, published by 

permission of the Swedish Association of Pulp and Paper Engineers).  

Process Wood loss [%] Potential to save [%] 

Wood storage 0.1–0.5 0.1 

Debarking 1.0–4.0 0.8 

Chipping/screening 0.5–2.5 0.5 

Chip transport 0–0.5 0.1 

Chip storage 0.1–1.5 0.2 

Total 1.7–9.0 1.7 

2.1 Drum debarking 

The debarking of logs has been developed starting from manual debarking in the 

forests and progressing to modern wood rooms. The main changes took place 

according to Niiranen (1984) in the 1960s, when debarking was moved to the 

mills, and in the 1970s, when the first random length logs entered the mills for 

debarking. Earlier water was used in a debarking drum (wet debarking), then 

came semi-wet debarking, where water was sprayed into the drum and left it with 

the bark, and finally dry debarking, which is used nowadays, mainly to give the 

bark better fuel properties and for environmental reasons. The wood room 

produces a substantial amount of the mill’s total biological oxygen demand 

(BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD) and nutrients (Saunamäki & Savolainen 

1999). In the past it was common to operate the debarking drum as a batch 

process. At the beginning the closing gate was closed and the logs were loaded in. 

When the logs had been debarked, the closing gate was opened and the logs were 

discharged to the chipper. The method was mainly used in mills with high 

requirements for bark removal, even though it entailed a considerable wood loss. 

Nowadays batch debarking is exceptional and has been replaced by continuous 

drum debarking. The latest inventions are on-line quality measuring devices such 

as wood loss and bark removal measurement systems, and on-line chip size 

analysers have also been developed (Pettersson et al. 1988). Some wood species 

have stringy bark, which is difficult to remove through the bark slots, so that new 

drum constructions have been introduced which are shorter than traditional drums 

and do not have bark slots in the side (Tohkala 2003). The loosen bark is 

separated from the log flow in a special conveyor after the debarking drum. 

In tumble debarking the logs are shorter than the drum diameter and tend to 

turn at an angle to the axis of the drum (Hedenberg 1990). Tumble debarking is 
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more efficient than parallel debarking, i.e. the use of full-length trees, so that the 

logs are aligned with the drum axis and roll against each other (Koskinen 1999). 

Parallel debarking is still used in some Scandinavian mills but not in Finland. The 

use of parallel debarking for birch, for example, may lead to insufficient bark 

removal. Parallel debarking drums are longer and have a smaller diameter than 

those designed for tumble debarking. (Niiranen 1981) 

The residence time of logs in the drum of normal raw material quality is 

usually 20–25 minutes for pine or spruce and 30 minutes for birch but times of up 

to 40–60 minutes may be needed for dry aspen or birch in chemical pulping and 

60 minutes for spruce or aspen in groundwood pulping (Koskinen 1999). 

2.1.1 Earlier research 

There have been only a few studies to date concerned with drum debarking, 

perhaps because no on-line measurement systems for wood loss or bark removal 

were available earlier and economic values were not as important as nowadays. 

The studies dealing with the optimisation of debarking will be reviewed briefly 

below. 

Niiranen (1985), in his doctoral thesis, studied the debarking drum 

theoretically and performed experiments using pilot-scale and mill drums. The 

aim of the work was to study the fundamentals of drum debarking in order to 

obtain results mainly for drum dimensioning and process management purposes. 

He also studied the de-icing of logs, the material balances and waste water 

discharges involved in debarking. He concluded that the drum operates most 

efficiently when the filling degree is about 50%. The debarking capacity is 

directly proportional to drum length and to the cube of the drum diameter. In 

addition, the debarking capacity is proportional to the log diameter and density. At 

that time there were no continuous wood loss or bark removal measurements and 

it was only possible to study these aspects manually. He estimated that the wood 

loss varied between 1 to 5 percent and that the process parameters may not 

influence wood loss at all. 

Piggot & Thompson (1987) first used a pilot-scale drum to study the log flow 

in drum debarking. The filling degree was kept constant by controlling the 

capacity, and experiments were performed with the closing gate in different 

positions. The authors concluded that each capacity level and position of the 

closing gate requires a unique filling degree, and that the position of the closing 

gate and filling degree produce a unique steady state capacity, while the residence 
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time of the logs was determined by the filling degree. In addition, a mill drum 

was used to study the effect of process parameters and season of the year on bark 

removal and wood loss. The drum was operated as a batch process and the 

analysis was based on manually taken samples. The authors noted that bark 

removal started soon after the logs entered the drum, that the last pieces of bark 

were very difficult to remove, requiring a long log residence time, and that wood 

loss increased significantly after 90% log cleanliness had been reached. The 

debarking of frozen logs took more time than that of non-frozen logs. The tumble 

debarking method was considered more efficient than parallel debarking. 

Hedenberg (1990) used a pilot-scale drum in a batch process to study tumble 

and parallel debarking. Wood loss and log cleanliness increased with debarking 

time in tumble debarking. In addition, higher rotating speed of the drum increased 

both wood loss and log cleanliness. The optimal filling degree for tumble 

debarking was 40%. An examination of differences between wood species 

showed pine to be easy to debark, whereas birch was 2–3 times more difficult. 

Omberg (1993) concluded that increased rotating speed of the drum caused 

the drum capacity to increase in a linear manner. The smallest wood loss was 

achieved using a rotating speed of 7 r/min and largest at 4 r/min. Correspondingly, 

the smallest wood loss was achieved using a filling degree of 50% and the largest 

wood loss at filling degree of 25%. The same author also studied seasonal effects 

on wood loss and concluded that it was 34–43% higher in winter than in summer. 

He also studied lifter design by installing rounded caps over the pointed lifters in 

the discharge half of the drum, which reduced wood loss by 23–32%. In addition, 

Belli et al. (1994) studied the use rubber lifters in the drum, which also reduced 

wood loss. 

Niinimäki & Stoor (2003) estimated wood loss sources in the debarking drum 

and calculated that complete rounding of the logs provides only 0.5–3.1% wood 

loss, depending on the log dimensions, and concluded that log breaking is the 

main source of wood loss. Based on this, they proposed a minimum breakage 

principle as a control basis. They suggested a higher rotation speed and lower 

filling degree for thin logs and a lower rotation speed and higher filling degree for 

rugged logs to keep the debarking efficiency constant. 

Sami Porkola (2006) analysed the wood loss and bark content of chips in his 

master’s thesis. The study was part of wood room research project and the work 

was carried out at mill C. The analysis was carried out by modelling mill data and 

performing test runs, which were analysed by Taguchi method. He concluded that 

results were difficult to explain and some results were against the theory and 
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practical experiences. He estimated that reasons were probably the reliability of 

the measurement systems and the changes in the quality of the raw material. 

2.1.2 Basic measurements 

The usual measurements and controls employed in wood room are illustrated in 

Fig. 4. The most important basic measurements of variables which affect wood 

loss and bark removal are: 

– position of the closing gate [%]1, 

– rotating speed of the drum [r/min], 

– capacity (flow through the drum per unit of time) [m3/h], 

– filling degree of the drum [%]2, 

– power of the drum [W], 

– temperatures of the water or vapour before and after de-icing [ºC],3 

– volume of de-icing water or vapour [m3], and3 

– bark temperature [ºC]. 

The quality of the raw material also affects wood loss and bark removal, but 

unfortunately raw material quality cannot be measured directly on-line at mills. It 

is known to vary with the wood species, bark percentage, length, thickness, 

curvature, knot content and temperature (especially below zero degrees) of the 

material, however, and also the growing environment (e.g. geographical location, 

forest management and nutrition). Freshness is an important property, as the 

moisture content of logs start to decrease after cutting. Raw material at the wood 

yard varies within truckloads, and especially between deliveries from different 

origins. 

                                                        
1 Incoherent definitions between mills. A totally open position of the closing gate was recorded in 0% 
of cases in mill E and in 100% of cases in the pilot-scale drum and in mills A, B, C and D. 
2 Estimates the volume of logs in the drum. 
3 These measurements enable the calculation of de-icing energy. 
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Fig. 4. Typical measurements and controls employed in debarking drum (Koskinen 

1999, published by permission of Paper Engineers' Association). 

2.1.3 Wood loss, bark removal and chip size measurement systems 

The first on-line wood loss measurement systems came onto the market at the end 

of the last century. An on-line wood loss measurement system measures the 

mixture of bark and wood material in the bark conveyor continuously. Wood loss 

measurement system is based on image analysis, the camera unit being located 

above the bark conveyor. The first measurement systems used monochrome 

cameras, but nowadays they have been replaced with colour cameras. The central 

processing unit separates the dark areas as representing bark and the light areas as 

wood according to given colour thresholds tuned for each wood species. This also 

implies that the light conditions must remain exactly the same. The newest 

equipment with colour cameras enables wood species to be studied that have only 

small differences between their bark and wood, e.g. birch. However, the output of 

the wood loss measurement system is usually the wood content of the bark, which 

is usually calibrated to measure the percentage of the dry mass of wood material 
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divided by the dry masses of the wood and bark materials (see Equation 17 later 

on). It is generally assumed that wood content of the bark can be used to define 

wood loss. 

The same equipment can be used to measure the bark removal, when the 

camera unit is located above the chip conveyor. The output is then bark content of 

the chips, which is usually calibrated to measure the percentage of the dry mass of 

the bark material divided by the dry masses of the wood and bark of chips 

(Equation 21). Another option to measure bark removal (e.g. in groundwood 

mechanical pulp mills where it is not possible to measure bark content of chips) is 

the log cleanliness measurement system, where the camera unit measures the log 

flow from debarking drum to chipper. The output of the log cleanliness 

measurement system is calculated as the percentage of the log surface that is 

bark-free after debarking. 

On-line chip size measurement systems have also been developed for online 

inspection of chip size distribution (Petterson et al. 1988) or for diagnosing the 

condition of the chipper knifes. The measurement system is based on image 

analysis, and according to Petterson et al. (1988) they correlate well with results 

obtained by mechanical screening. 

2.1.4 Image-based filling degree measurement 

The filling degree denotes the proportion of the drum volume which is occupied 

by the logs. This is usually measured by weighing the drum using strain gauges, 

which means that the actual volumetric filling degree differs from the measured 

value, as raw material density varies.  

The filling degree of the drum can also be estimated visually, suggesting that 

an image-based approach could be applicable. Images captured from the 

discharging end of the debarking drum were analysed to determine the level of the 

logs in the drum, enabling determination of the actual volume-based filling 

degree. The image analysis was carried out by calculating the gradient of a certain 

optical parameter, e.g. the intensity of the red colour channel (Isokangas et al. 

2006). With digital images this can be performed using finite difference 

operations in fairly small windows (Nadler & Smith 1993). In some cases only 

the edge pixels, referred to as ‘edgels’ are detected (Nalwa & Binford 1986). 

These represent small fractions of the whole edge having a certain direction and 

can be detected by compass masks. Most of these approaches are suggested by 
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Canny (1986). Other commonly used edge detection methods include statistical 

methods and neural networks (Heath et al. 1998). 

The original images contained light intensities in three colour channels (red, 

green and blue), and it was found that all the necessary information was stored in 

the red channel. After pre-processing, about 95 percent of the data was removed 

to reduce the computation resource requirement. Since the change in light 

intensity at the profile edge was of a considerable magnitude, it was reasoned that 

the profile could be detected by monitoring the light intensities in each row of the 

image matrix. Hence the light intensities were summed row-wise. To detect a 

non-linear profile the images were divided into segments, and the algorithm was 

applied to all the segments. As images usually contained errors such as light 

reflections, the influence of these on the profile was reduced by calculating the 

gradient and cumulative sum of the row-wise sums as well. Typical behaviour 

patterns for the cumulative sum, the row-wise sums and the gradient in one 

segment are presented in Fig. 5. The actual detection of the profile was based on 

analysing trends in the cumulative sum curve, which was preferred on account of 

its robustness. (Isokangas et al. 2006)  

 

Fig. 5. Cumulative sum, row-wise sums and gradient (Isokangas et al. 2006, published 

by permission of Finnish Society of Automation). 

The goal of the image analysis was to study whether this method can be applied 

to the detection of wood material profiles. The algorithm was able to determine 

the profile, but no validation of the measurement was performed. Two major 

problems were identified during the testing of the algorithm: light reflections and 

non-horizontally oriented logs in the drum. One way to overcome these problems 

is to use numerous overlapping segments of different sizes and detect the profile 

edge in each. The points corresponding to the real profile then became dominant 

and deviant points could be removed with outlier detection algorithms. 

Calculation of the filling degree was fairly easy once the wood content profile had 

Cumulative sum Row-wise sums GradientCumulative sum Row-wise sums Gradient
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been detected precisely. The easiest way was to calculate the area covered by the 

detected profile and compare it with a reference value. An example of a detected 

filling degree profile is presented in Fig. 6. (Isokangas et al. 2006) 

 

Fig. 6. A filling degree profile (Isokangas et al. 2006, published by permission of 

Finnish Society of Automation). 

2.1.5 Sound analysis 

Sounds generated in the process were also analysed to see if they contained 

information about the quality of the raw material. Logs of greater size cause 

heavier impacts, for example, which can be heard by the ear as loud, low-

frequency noises. The human ear can also hear a log breaking, although the noises 

also contain some higher frequencies. Sound measurement is based on the same 

idea as vibration measurements using accelerometers as sensors. The air is the 

transmitter and microphones serve as the sensors. (Isokangas et al. 2006) 

Microphone-based sound measurement systems have been used in many fields of 

industry, most of them being based on frequency analysis. Sound measurements 
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have been used to diagnose the condition of machinery, for example (Carney et 

al. 1994), for monitoring a grinding process (Zeng & Forssberg 1993) and for 

inspecting the quality of cans (Whalley & Hemingway 1989). Multi-microphone 

systems have also been used to analyse spatial information on the sound field in a 

room (Sekiguchi et al. 1992).  

 A directional microphone was pointed inside the drum in order to detect 

actual drum noises. In addition, two microphones were used beside the drum to 

record environmental noises. The signals were amplified to ensure good quality 

and were then wired to the link box, where they were recorded on a PC using the 

LabView program. Since data acquisition at this stage was 33 kHz per channel, a 

bandwidth of 0–16.5 kHz could be recorded (according to the Nyquist theorem). 

The information was located mainly in the low frequencies, which allowed the 

sampling interval to be reduced. That was done by decimating the original signal, 

which is the opposite operation to interpolation. For this purpose the data were 

resampled at a fifth of the original data after low-pass filtering. The main 

advantage of decimation was that it speeded up the calculation times, because 

otherwise the amount of data could be huge. (Isokangas et al. 2006) 

The signal was converted into several features, which enabled the original 

signal to be studied mathematically, and these features were compared with the 

process parameters and the quality of the raw material. Standard deviation (S) 

was used to evaluate the magnitude of the signal (Equation 1). The greater the log 

dimensions in the drum, for example, the greater was the value of the standard 

deviation. The dominant frequencies of the signal were determined on the basis of 

the zero crossing value (ZC), which is the number of times the signal crosses the 

value zero (Equation 2). The zero crossing value was high if the information was 

mainly in high frequencies. (Isokangas et al. 2006) 
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where xi and xj are data points, x is the mean and N is the number of observations. 

Linear prediction filter coefficients (LPC) are also used as features, with LPC 

applied to the filter design, frequency analysis and speech coding (Hasan et al. 

2005). Coefficients for the linear predictor are defined by minimising the 
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prediction error in the least squares sense. The linear predictor is a FIR (finite 

impulse response) filter which predicts the next data point based on previous 

ones. The order of the filter is defined by the number of past values used to 

estimate the next one. The n:th order linear predictor is given by Equation 3 

(Isokangas et al. 2006) 

 2 1 3 2 1ˆ ...n n n N n Nx A x A x A x        , (3) 

where x̂ is the predicted value and Ai+1 are the LPC coefficients. Sound data were 

recorded in three mills which differed in their process equipment, the quality of 

their raw materials and the processing conditions, so that the sound data 

obviously differed from mill to mill. The measurement setup itself was kept 

constant for all the mills. This research was focused on finding generalisable 

correlations between process parameters and sound data. The rotating speed of the 

drum was known, and this provided a reliable reference value for the sound 

features. In addition to correlation with the log size, the standard deviation feature 

seemed to correlate with the rotating speed of the drum. The features were also 

compared with the filling degree of the drum. The value of the second LPC 

coefficient (A2), which is the model coefficient for the previous measurement, 

seems to increase as the filling degree decreases, Fig. 7 (Isokangas et al. 2006) 
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 Fig. 7. LPC coefficient 2 versus the filling degree of the drum in mills A, B and C 

(Isokangas et al. 2006, published by permission of Finnish Society of Automation). 
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Periodic tumbling of logs occasionally occurs in the drum, depending on the 

friction properties of the logs, and this was observed especially at high filling 

degrees. Tumbling is not desirable, because debarking is then disturbed, so that 

the logs receive stronger impacts, leading to an increased number of broken logs. 

Sound analysis can detect this periodic tumbling, which can be also seen in the 

time domain (Fig. 8) and can be detected using the autocorrelation function. 

Autocorrelation means the correlation of a signal with its delayed values. If the 

signal contains periodic and random components, the autocorrelation function 

finds the time period of the periodic component with high delays (Aumala et al. 

1998). The environmental noises were subtracted from the drum noises, so that 

the log processing sounds could be heard without ambient noise. (Isokangas et al. 

2006) 

 

Fig. 8. Examples of sound data in the time domain. Periodic tumbling of logs is seen in 

the signal on the left. No tumbling occurs on the right, but the amplitude is greater, 

which probably means that the logs are larger in size (Isokangas et al. 2006, published 

by permission of Finnish Society of Automation).  

2.1.6 Basic controls 

The speed of the drum infeed conveyor is usually feedback controlled by the 

filling degree of the drum, e.g. if the filling degree decreases, the speed of the 

drum infeed conveyor is increased. Problems arise when there is a lack of logs in 

the drum infeed conveyor, e.g. due to the lunch breaks or shift changes. The 

amount of logs in the drum infeed conveyor is usually determined by weighing 

using strain gauges, but some drum infeed conveyors are equipped with an optical 

log bundle measurement system for determining the longitudinal profile of the log 

bundles. 
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The filling degree is mainly determined by the position of the closing gate, 

which is usually kept constant during normal process operation. The closing gate 

is normally closed in disturbance situations such as metal detector alerts or 

chipper jams, and in some mills the basic controls keep the drum rotating even in 

disturbance cases. After that the position of the closing gate needs to be opened in 

small steps to the desired level, otherwise large numbers of logs will be 

discharged from the drum, which can cause log jams in the chipper. 

The rotating speed of the drum is usually kept constant, but it can typically be 

adjusted between 4–8 r/min. 

De-icing of the logs is needed in winter, whereupon the required de-icing 

energy depends on the ice and snow content of the log bundles and the outside 

temperature. In practice only the outside temperature is usually measured, and 

this can be used to calculate the required de-icing energy. Low wood loss can 

typically be achieved with a high bark temperature, which is in a sense of a 

measure of the de-icing result. The de-icing energy can also be feedback 

controlled by the bark temperature measurement. The logs should be de-iced well 

enough, but excessive de-icing will increases overall energy consumption and the 

amount of waste water.  

2.2 Chipping 

The quality of the chips is influenced by the chipping equipment, chipping 

parameters, maintenance and the quality of the raw material (Paajanen & Merra 

1988). Proper maintenance of the wear plates on the disc, the bed knife and the 

chipping knives is especially important (Hartler 1996). This chapter first describes 

the chipping event, then the effects of the chipper settings on the size distribution 

of the chips, and other parameters which can be adjusted to improve the quality of 

the chips. 

Disc chippers are the most common type, and these can be either gravity feed 

or horizontal feed chippers. The geometry of a gravity feed disc chipper is 

presented in Fig. 9, where: 

– , infeed angle, 

– , knife angle, 

– , pull-in angle,  

– , complementary angle,  = 90 − ( +  + ), 
– u, distance of the knife from the disc cut, and 

– c, knife clearance.  
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Fig. 9. Geometry of a gravity feed disc chipper (Koskinen 1999, published by 

permission of Paper Engineers' Association). 

The effect of the complementary angle affect on the length/thickness ratio of the 

chips is shown in Fig. 10, which indicates that larger complementary angles give 

longer and thinner chips. According to Anttila et al. (1982), however, larger 

complementary angles cause more wear on the knives, which in turn increases the 

fraction of undersized chips. Knife wear can be reduced by using a bevel in the 

knife, but this may increase the amount of fines (Paajanen & Merra 1988). 
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Fig. 10. Effect of the complementary angle () on the length/thickness ratio of the 

chips (Koskinen 1999, published by permission of Paper Engineers' Association). 

Chip size can be determined at three stages: the first cutting, where chip length is 

determined by the chipper settings, the pushing of the cropped wood, which fixes 

the chip thickness and finally the breaking of the cropped wood, which governs 

the width of the chips (Merra 1987). Disc chipper parameters are normally 

adjusted according to the required chip length, since a longer chip length will 

usually enhance the quality of the end product, as fewer fibres are cut. On the 

other hand, chip length increases with chip thickness. This means that the chip 

size distributions can be fixed via the chipper parameters. If the chipper produces 

high amounts of undersized fractions, for example, aiming at longer chips will 

reduce these fractions. On the other hand, aiming at longer chips means increased 

chip thickness and oversized fractions (Paajanen & Merra 1988). The ratio of chip 

length to thickness also depends on the hardness of the raw material (Anttila et al. 

1982). This is one reason for the abundance of undersized fractions when 

chipping frozen logs (Anttila et al. 1982). For the above reasons the chipper 

settings should be adjusted according to annual and other long-term variations in 

the quality of the raw material. In addition, lowering the circumferential speed of 
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the chipper will reduce the amount of undersized chips (Niiranen 1981, Hartler 

1996). A continuous flow of logs into the chipper is also essential for good chip 

quality, mainly affecting the homogeneity of the chips (Hartler 1986). Thin logs 

break easily in the debarking drum and broken pieces yield poor quality chips 

(Niiranen 1984, Hartler 1996). According to Öman & Söderstam (2001), a long 

log storage time will increase wood loss, cause the chips to contain more bark and 

lead to a poorer size distribution than with green logs.  

Laura Pihtsalmi (2005) performed in her master’s thesis the installation of a 

high-frequency video camera in the side of the gravity feed mill chipper and the 

collection of all the discharged chips from a log into a special container so that the 

fractions could be studied later with a laboratory screen (Fig. 11). The logs were 

driven into the chipper in an orthogonal position. Extra information on chipping 

phenomena could be gained by studying the high-frequency videos. (Pihtsalmi 

2005) 

 

   

Fig. 11. The experimental setup for chipping in mill D. 

The chip analysis and high-frequency video suggested that it was important for 

obtaining good-quality chips that the log should enter the chipper in an orthogonal 

position. Also, better results were gained with longer and thicker logs. The high-

frequency analysis suggested an explanation for this: the beginning of a log 

provides bad quality chips, as the log bounces for a while before actual chipping 

starts, Fig. 12. When the log is not properly positioned, the chips that are cut are 

not optimal, leading to lower accept fractions. Similarly the end of the log usually 

starts to bounce because its mass is no longer sufficient to keep the log in place, 

Fig. 13. This means that it goes through the chipper in a random position. Longer 

logs have less ends than short logs for the same volume, and therefore provide 
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chips of better quality. On the other hand, longer logs are more vulnerable to 

breaking in the drum, which increases wood loss, more log ends and poorer-

quality chips. In the experiments broken logs provided high amounts of pins and 

oversized fractions. The optimal log length should therefore be as long as possible 

without breaking during debarking. (Pihtsalmi 2005) 

 

 

Fig. 12. The beginning of log chipping, when the log usually bounces and is not firmly 

positioned before a new knife chips at it. 
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Fig. 13. Chipping of the end of a log, which point the log has bounced back from the 

knives and later enters the chipper in a random position. 

The effect of capacity on the size distribution of the chips was also analysed. 

Eight 10-litre chip samples were taken at each capacity level and analysed using a 

laboratory screen, the averages for all the samples being used in the analysis. The 

same experimental design was then repeated for rugged logs, and no differences 

between the capacities were found. The result for thin logs is shown in Fig. 14. 

The differences are small at higher capacities, and only the smallest capacity 

provides a poorer size distribution of chips. The high frequency camera analysis 

again offers an explanation: at a high capacity the logs support each other and go 

into the chipper at the right angle. Similarly, the next logs push those already in 

the chipper, preventing them from bouncing when the beginning and end of the 

log reaches the knives. Single log chipping experiments also support this 

conclusion. Even if only one log was chipped at time, making sure that it went 

into the chipper in an orthogonal position, the screening results were worse than 
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for samples from continuous chipping. This suggests that a high capacity provides 

chips of better size distribution. (Pihtsalmi 2005) 

 

Fig. 14. Chip analysis results of thin logs at different capacities (Revised from 

Pihtsalmi 2005, published by permission of Laura Pihtsalmi). 

2.3 Effect of the wood room on pulp quality 

In the chipping process the logs are cut down to chips so that water, heat and 

chemicals can penetrate them faster and more evenly at the following chemical 

pulp making stages (Koskinen 1999). The quality of the chips thus has an effect 

on the impregnation, cooking and bleaching processes in chemical pulp mills. A 

uniform chip size distribution, the source of the raw material and bulk density are 

the most important factors for mechanical pulping according to Wood (1996). 

Decayed wood, leaves and inorganic materials are harmful for next stages in the 

process (Berlyn & Simpson 1988). 

The chips should also have an equal moisture content (Berlyn & Simpson 

1988), but this depends mainly on the incoming raw material and cannot be 

influenced in the wood room, except by minimising the storage time for logs and 

chips. Öman (2000) studied the reasons for poorly debarked softwood logs. The 

common feature in poorly debarked logs was the low moisture content. He 

estimated that 8% of logs were poorly debarked, but they resulted 68% of bark 

content of chips. The use of green raw material results in better end product 
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quality and lower costs (Öman & Söderstam 2001), but if the logs have to be 

stored for longer, it is useful to water them in the yard (Jansson 1999) or even 

keep them in snow covered storage (Saari 2002) to ensure a high moisture 

content. Otherwise the wood room may produce dry chips, which contain air 

inside them and their pores are clogged. The air must be replaced with water 

vapour to increase impregnation by the cooking liquor (Määttänen 1997). This 

effect is emphasized still further with thick, dry chips (Määttänen 1997). The 

moisture content should be adequate; otherwise the chips may float on the top of 

the continuous digesters, leading to large variations in the Kappa number and low 

viscosity of the pulp (Öman & Söderstam 2001). On the other hand, moisture in 

the chips may reduce the yield, because impregnation with the cooking liquor 

may take place more slowly and some carbohydrates may be degraded (Klemetti 

1986). The moisture content of the chips does not affect alkali consumption, 

however (Klemetti 1986). In addition to correct storage conditions, and 

consequently the moisture content of the chips, the wood room can influence their 

bark content and their dimensions, which will affect the following process stages, 

as presented below.  

2.3.1 Effect of bark 

Bark contains extractives, so that pitch can be precipitated and jam the process 

equipment. The bark increases the use of cooking and bleaching chemicals 

(Ericsson 1992). In addition, sand and other impurities can enter the process with 

the bark and detract from the quality of the end product (Hatton 1987). Sand can 

also cause wear and damage to the process equipment (Niiranen 1981). Dark cells 

from the bark can affect the brightness of the pulp and reduce the strength 

properties of the end products. Bark will also lower the yield and make the 

dewatering in the pulp washers and drying machines more difficult. Problems due 

to bark in chemical pulping depend in practise on the bark content of the chips, 

and also on the use of cooking and bleaching chemicals, which can compensate 

for an excessive bark content. 

2.3.2 Effect of chip dimensions 

The chipping process in the wood room determines the chip dimensions, although 

the undersized and oversized fractions can be reduced later, at the screening stage. 
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The screen is actually a safety device which can prevent chipping disturbances in 

the following process stages (Niiranen 1984).  

Since the cooking chemicals impregnate the chips by diffusion and 

penetration, the smallest dimension of the chips, their thickness, is crucial 

(Määttänen 1997), whereas their width and length are not so important for 

impregnation (Klemetti 1986). Homogenous impregnation reduces the cooking 

time and produces more uniform pulp. 

The thickness of the chips is thus the most important factor for the cooking 

process, whereas chip length has a relatively small effect and chip width is 

insignificant for delignification and the pulp yield (Akhtaruzzaman & Virkola 

1979). Cooking plant operation and pulp properties can be improved by using 

longer chips (Hartler 2000), and pulp viscosity is lower with longer, thinner chips 

(Akhtaruzzaman & Virkola 1980). Undersized fractions reduce the yield of pulp 

and detract from its quality, while increasing the chemical consumption (Kreft & 

Javid 1990), and oversized fractions contain more knots and have shorter fibres 

than average (Määttänen 1997). In addition, oversized fractions would require a 

longer cooking time; otherwise they would be undercooked and increase the 

amount of reject (Koskinen 1999). Pins result in poorer pulp quality and may 

cause disturbances in the operation of the continuous digester (Hartler 2000). If a 

mill produces different chip qualities, the best option is to cook them separately, 

but if this is not possible, the chips should be cooked in a well-mixed cocktail 

(Niiranen 1984). 

The average length for TMP chips is about 22 mm, which is shorter than that 

for kraft pulping (Varhimo & Tuovinen 1998). Undersized chip fractions may 

detract from the pulp properties (Wood 1996). Research has indicated that the 

specific energy requirement in refiners increases with chip size (Hoekstra et al. 

1993). 
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3 Process analysis 

The aims of the process analysis in this work are to find out how the process 

parameters affect debarking result and the size distribution of the chips. In 

addition, the interactions between variables are of interest, as it is difficult to find 

these out directly from noisy mill data. The process analysis is performed by 

modelling pilot-scale drum and mill data and analysing log breakage and the size 

distribution of the chips under different process conditions. Interactions between 

variables are studied from mill data using a systematic data survey method and 

analysing the results of the pilot-scale drum experiments. 

It would be possible to carry out experiments under different process 

conditions in the wood room and to determine the goodness of these process 

conditions using the average values obtained for debarking result. The results 

would then depend also on the quality of the raw material, however, which is 

usually difficult to keep constant. In addition, other process parameters may 

change during the experiments and affect the variable being studied. Graphical 

analysis of wood room data may therefore be difficult, as usually only two 

variables are explored at a time. In practise, mill data has mainly been analysed 

by modelling the debarking result and deriving conclusions from the parameters 

of the models. In addition, a systematic data survey method is developed to select 

useful data segments for modelling. 

The debarking drum models used here take the form of simple input-output 

models that can be written in the transfer function matrix form (see also Fig. 37) 

 DdGxy  , (4) 

where y is a measure of the debarking result (wood loss, wood content of the 

bark, bark content of chips or log cleanliness) with three input variables: 

x1 – rotating speed of the drum [r/min], 

x2 – filling degree [%], and 

x3 – capacity [m3/h]. 

The manipulated variables used for control purposes are: 

x1 – rotating speed of the drum [r/min] and 

x4 – position of the closing gate [%], which does not directly affect the output, 

but the influence comes via the filling degree of the drum. 
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There are also three disturbance variables: 

d1 – momentary raw material quality variation, 

d2 – long-term raw material quality variation, and 

d3 – variation in capacity (disturbances in the loading of logs). 

G and D are 1×3 matrices.  

The model is used later in the simulations. Different input combinations can also 

be used, e.g. it is recommended to use the bark temperature as an input during the 

winter time. In addition, the following notations will be used below: 

x5 – bark temperature [ºC], 

x6 – length of log [cm], 

x7 – declination angle of the drum [mm/m], and 

τd – residence time of logs [s or min]. 

3.1 ARX, linear regression and Linguistic Equation models 

The structure of a dynamic ARX (Autoregressive with external input) model is  

 A(q)y(t) = B(q)u(t − nk) + e(t), (5) 

where A(q) defines the number of poles (how many output values are used), B(q) 

is the number of zeros (how many previous inputs are used), nk is the delay and e 

the noise term. The theory of estimating model parameters is well defined in the 

literature, e.g. by Ljung (1987) and Söderström & Stoica (1989). The need for 

computation resources is small for ARX models, and they have therefore been 

used in systematic data survey method where hundreds of thousands of models 

are generated (Paper II). ARX models are linear models. 

Static linear regression models have also been used for modelling the process. 

These are simpler, but interpretative: i.e. the effects of the input variables on 

output can be seen from the model parameters. In this way information can be 

obtained on interactions between process variables.  

The Linguistic Equation method performs non-linear scaling of data, taking 

non-linearities into account, and has been used mainly for analysing data where 

large computation resources are not needed (Papers I, III and IV). The basic idea 

of the Linguistic Equation approach is the non-linear scaling of variables, Fig. 15. 

The scaling function consists of two monotonically increasing second-order 
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polynomials, called membership definitions. The scaling functions are usually 

derived from training data, and the shape of the polynomials is related to the 

distribution of the data. Real values on the y-axis are converted to scaled values 

on the x-axis using membership functions to linearise the systems (Fig. 15). 

−2 corresponds to the smallest of the real values, 0 to the average value and 2 to 

the largest. After non-linear scaling a simple linear model (Equation 6) is used to 

describe the interactions between the variables. (Juuso 2004) 

 

Fig. 15. Membership definitions used in the Linguistic Equation method. The real 

values of the variables are on the y-axis and their scaled values on the x-axis. Revised 

from Paper I. Published by permission of Paperi ja Puu Oy. 
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   (6) 

where Xj is the scaled value for the variable j, j = 1…m and i means the index of 

Linquistic Equations, in this work i = 1. Matrix Aij defines the direction and 

strength of the interactions between the variables. The bias term Bi shifts the 

model from the origin. Matrix Aij coefficients can be obtained from the process 

data and/or based on an expert’s knowledge of the process. (Juuso 2004) The 
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Linguistic Equation modelling method differs from linear regression modelling 

only in the non-linear scaling of the data. Linguistic Equation models are 

interpretative: i.e. the effects of given inputs on the output can be seen directly 

from the absolute values of matrix Aij, because the real values are scaled between 

−2 and +2. The signs of matrix Aij define the directions of the interactions, a 

negative sign denoting negative correlation and vice versa. 

As an example, a wood content of bark model for birch in Paper I has 

following coefficients: 

x1 – rotating speed of the drum +0.36 

x2 – filling degree −0.34 

x3 – capacity −0.30 

x4 – position of the closing gate −0.28 

y –  wood content of the bark −0.76 

       bias  +0.076 

The measures above are coefficients Aij. The following real values of this example 

are converted to scaled values Xj using the membership definitions in Fig. 15: 

x1 – rotating speed of the drum     5.5 r/min   => 2 

x2 – filling degree                          50%          => −1.15 

x3 – capacity                                  180 m3/h   => 0 

x4 – position of the closing gate    99%          => 1 

The scaled value for wood content of the bark (y) can be solved by multiplying 

the scaled input values Xj by the coefficients Aij. In addition, the bias term must be 

added according to Equation 6. 

0.36 × 2 − 0.34 × −1.15 − 0.30 × 0 − 0.28 × 1 − 0.76 × y + 0.076 = 0 

The solved scaled value for the wood content of the bark (y) is 1.19. This value 

can be rescaled back to real values using the same membership definitions. The 

scaled value for the wood content of the bark, 1.19, corresponds to a real value of 

41%. 

In the process analysis in this work, Linguistic Equation models are used to 

study the effect of input variables on output, which are solved using Equation 6 

and later shown in the following format. In the previous example, for instance, the 

wood content of the bark is solved by dividing the other coefficients by the 

inverse of its coefficient (0.76): 
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y –  wood content of the bark        =  +0.47 × x1 – rotating speed of the drum 

    −0.45 × x2 – filling degree 

    −0.39 × x3 – capacity 

    −0.37 × x4 – position of the closing gate 

    +0.10           bias  

The model can now be analysed as a linear regression model. 

3.2 Systematic data survey method 

Data survey aims to answer the question “Just what information is there in this 

data set anyway?” The purpose is to take a quick look at the data, not to resolve 

any problems, but to discover broadly the usefulness, limits and possible problem 

areas. It examines the nature of the information content of a data set, preparing 

the path for the mining and modelling that follows (Pyle 1999). 

The developed systematic data survey method uses linear model candidates 

constructed in sliding data windows of varying length to determine the usefulness 

of given data segments for more detailed modelling. In addition, the main process 

interactions and delays can easily be discovered from the structures of the 

interpretable linear model candidates. The construction, validation and testing of 

model candidates proceeds in the following way: half of the available data are 

used in training and validation and the other half for testing, so that the model 

candidates are constructed systematically from the beginning of the data with the 

selected window size. After a data window has been used for training, a window 

of the same size is taken for validation. The procedure uses a partly overlapping 

data window. For example, if the data window is 400 minutes, the first models are 

constructed using training data from 1–400 minutes and validated with data from 

401–800 minutes. Next, all the model candidates are constructed using training 

data from 201–600 and validation data from 601–1000 minutes. To define the 

right amount of training data, different window sizes can be systematically tested 

at this stage. The models are evaluated with the correlation (R2) of the linear fit 

(see Appendix 1) and the root mean square error (RMSE, see Appendix 1) using 

the validation data. The best models are further tested with independent testing 

data, representing the other half of the available data set.  

The data survey starts from M observations of one output variable and N 

input variables (Equation 7) 
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Step 1: Select the size of the time window for training and validation, M1. There 

are two choices: start with a small window size and extend it during the survey, or 

start with M1=M/2 and reduce it. 

Step 2: Select the data range for training and validation. During the first iteration, 

choose the observations m = 1…M1 for modelling and m = M1+1…2M1 for 

validation. If there are still observations left, choose observations 

m = M1/2+1…1.5M1 for modelling and m = 1.5M1+1…2.5M1 for validation 

during the next iteration. Use this overlapping sliding window for all 

observations.  

Step 3: Select the input combination for modelling. The use of 15 input variables 

two at a time results in a total of 105 combinations, for example, while taking 3 

inputs at a time will give 455 combinations and 4 inputs 1365 combinations. After 

this, the structural information on the candidate models will be stored in tables. 

This phase in the work is necessary in order to define the input combinations that 

explain most of the output variation. Only inputs that have proved to be important 

will selected for further analysis in the following steps. 

Step 4: Construct the model. All the input combinations are applied one by one to 

every data window in order to model the selected output. The data survey method 

uses ARX modelling for constructing the model candidates. The theory of 

estimating model parameters is defined in the literature, e.g. by Ljung (1987) and 

Söderström & Stoica (1989). Linear regression models can also be used to keep 

the need for computer resources reasonable.  

Step 5: Test with validation data. If all the input combinations and the whole data 

range have been tested, go to the next stage. If not, go either to Step 3 or to Step 

2. 

Step 6: Store the best models for testing with independent data. The best model 

candidates should be stored in tables together with the root mean square error and 
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correlation coefficient values of the training, validation and testing data, the data 

range used for training, the variables in the models and the model degrees. In this 

way it is possible to reconstruct individual models for further use or graphical 

inspection. Model parameters are not stored in these tables, but they can easily be 

retained on the basis of the above-mentioned values. All the information needed 

for the data survey is then available in the result tables. 

Step 7: If all the window sizes have been analysed, the procedure will end. If not, 

go to Step 1. The main stages of the data survey approach presented here are 

described in Fig. 16.  
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Fig. 16. Flowchart of the data survey approach. Revised from Paper II. Published by 

permission of ICINCO. 
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3.3 Evaluation of wood loss and bark removal measurement 
systems 

A typical time series of measurements of the wood content of the bark is 

presented in Fig. 17. The wood species is birch, and the dotted line is data from 

the database averaged over interval of 1 minute, while the continuous line is the 

moving average of 10 samples.  

 

Fig. 17. A time series of measurements of the wood content of bark in mill E (on the y-

axis) over a period of 800 minutes (x-axis). The wood species is birch. The dotted line 

represents data from the database averaged over 1 minute intervals and the 

continuous line moving average of 10 samples. 

A comparison of the 1 minute average on-line measurements with manual 

samples of the wood content of the bark is presented in Fig. 18. The correlation is 

0.64 and the RMSE is 6.71. A calculation of the uncertainty of wood loss 

measurement system according to the Eurachem/Citac guide (2000) is presented 

in Table 3. Uncertainty of measurement characterizes the dispersion of the values 

that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand (Eurachem/Citac guide 

2000). The uncertainty of wood loss measurement system in the case of pine is 
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±11.66 (percentage units of wood content of the bark) at the 95% confidence 

level, which means that if the actual wood content of the bark were 11.66%, the 

wood loss measurement system would place 95% of the values of dispersion 

between 0 and 23.32%. The uncertainty of bark removal measurement systems 

were not evaluated, because working measurement systems in mills and reliable 

reference values were not available. 

 

Fig. 18. Comparison of 1 minute average on-line measurements of the wood content of 

bark with manual samples in mill E. Wood species is pine. 

Table 3. A calculation of the uncertainty of wood loss measurement system. 

Mean error in the on-line measured wood content of bark relative to manual samples 3.6 

Standard deviation of error in on-line measured wood content of bark relative to manual samples, s 5.83 

Uncertainty of wood loss measurement system u(s) = s × 2 = 5.83 × 2 (at 95% confidence level) 11.66 

The output of a wood loss measurement system is normally the wood content of 

the bark. Bark removal can be measured by log cleanliness or the bark content of 

the chips measurement systems. The relation between the above measurements 

can be calculated on the basis of the material balance in the debarking process. In 

addition, the effect of bark percentage and wood species using the average dry 
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substance masses of bark and wood per unit green volume (Table 4) on the 

measurements is evaluated. The following notations will be used when 

calculating the material flows: 

RV,IN Volume of incoming raw material [m3], 

B%  Bark percentage, volume percentage of bark in incoming raw material 

[%], 

Wρ  Dry substance mass of wood per unit green volume [kg/m3], 

Bρ Dry substance mass of bark per unit green volume [kg/m3], 

Bη Removed volume percentage of bark from incoming logs, which goes 

for burning [%], and 

WL Wood loss [%], which means the mass percentage of lost incoming 

wood material without bark (Niiranen 1985). 

Table 4. Average properties for the most common Finnish wood species (revised from 

Niiranen 1983, Published by permission of Paper Engineers' Association). 

 

Property 

Wood species 

Pine Spruce Birch 

Dry substance mass of wood per unit green volume [kg/m3], Wρ 400 380 480 

Dry substance mass of bark per unit green volume [kg/m3], Bρ  300 370 515 

Bark percentage, volume percentage of bark in incoming raw material [%], B% 12 13 14 

Volume of incoming bark [m3]: 

 % 
100

V,IN
V,IN

B R
B


  (8) 

Volume of incoming wood [m3]: 

 
%(100 )

 
100

V,IN
V,IN

B R
W

 
  (9) 

Dry mass of incoming wood [kg]: 

  M,IN V,INW W W   (10) 

Dry mass of incoming bark [kg]: 

  M,IN V,INB B B   (11) 
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Volume of bark in logs after debarking [m3]: 

 
(100 )

 
100

V,IN
V,OUT

B B
B  

  (12) 

Volume of bark going for burning [m3]: 

  
100

V,IN
V, BURNING

B B
B    (13) 

Dry mass of bark in logs after debarking [kg]: 

  M,OUT V,OUTB B B   (14) 

Dry mass of bark going for burning [kg]: 

  M,BURNING V,BURNINGB B B   (15) 

Dry mass of wood going for burning if wood loss (WL) is known [kg], otherwise it 

can be calculated using Equations 17 and 18: 

  
100

L M,IN
M,BURNING

W W
W


  (16) 

The wood content of bark is calculated [%]: 
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Dry mass of wood going for burning can be then calculated [kg]: 
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M,BURNING
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W
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 (18) 

Dry mass of wood after debarking [kg]: 

  M,OUT M,IN M,BURNINGW W W   (19) 

Wood loss [%]: 

 
100

 M,BURNING
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  (20) 
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Bark content of the chips [%]: 

 %

100
 M,OUT

M,OUT M,OUT

B
C

B W





 (21) 

In practice, wood loss is not known in mills, though it can be estimated using 

wood content of the bark measurements. Log cleanliness measurement system 

approximates the removed volume percentage of bark from incoming logs (Bη). 

The following figures illustrate the relations between measurements for the main 

wood species using average bark percentages and dry substance masses of bark 

and wood per unit green volume (Table 4) and, by way of comparison, a bark 

percentage of 9% for all wood species. Fig. 19 illustrates wood loss as a function 

of the wood content of the bark, wood species (Table 4) and bark percentage. The 

log cleanliness is taken to be 100%.  

Fig. 19. Wood loss as a function of the wood content of bark, wood species (Table 4) 

and bark percentage. Log cleanliness is 100%. 

Fig. 19 shows that the relation between the wood content of the bark and wood 

loss is affected by bark percentage and dry substance masses of bark and wood 

per unit green volume. Fig. 20 illustrates wood loss as a function of dry mass of 
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wood material at bark conveyor (WM,BURNING), wood species (Table 4) and bark 

percentage. The log cleanliness is again 100%.  

 

Fig. 20. Wood loss as a function of dry mass of wood material at bark conveyor, wood 

species (Table 4) and bark percentage. Log cleanliness is 100%. 

Fig. 20 shows that the relation of dry mass of wood material at bark conveyor to 

wood loss is linear and is less affected by bark percentage and dry substance 

masses of bark and wood per unit green volume. Fig. 21 displays the bark content 

of the chips as a function of the removed volume percentage of bark from 

incoming logs, wood species (Table 4) and bark percentage. The wood content of 

the bark is 10%. 
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Fig. 21. Bark content of chips as a function of removed volume percentage of bark 

from incoming logs, wood species (Table 4) and bark percentage. The wood content of 

the bark is 10%. 

Fig. 21 shows that the relation of removed volume percentage of bark from 

incoming logs to the bark content of the chips is linear and is affected by bark 

percentage and dry substance masses of bark and wood per unit green volume. 

This can be utilised to approximate the relation between log cleanliness and bark 

content of chips. Since the material balance of debarking requires that removed 

volume percentage of bark from incoming logs and wood loss should be both 

defined, it is not possible to illustrate the relation between them, which in practise 

depends on raw material quality. Bark removal from green raw material is easy 

and typically results in low wood loss, but aiming to the same bark removal level 

with low moisture content logs usually requires a longer residence time in the 

drum, which increases wood loss. 

3.4 Pilot-scale drum experiments 

The aim of the experiments was to study the residence time of logs in the drum 

and how this affects the mechanical abrasion of the logs, which was assumed to 
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correlate with wood loss and bark removal. In addition, the interactions between 

the variables were studied. 

The pilot-scale drum experiments were carried out at three target capacity 

levels, positions of the closing gate and rotating speeds of the drum using a 

declination angle of 5 mm/m (the research plan is presented in Paper III). The 

experiments were carried out with log lengths 20, 30 and 40 cm. In addition, 

experiments at declination angles of 10 and 15 mm/m were performed for all 

capacity levels and all log lengths while keeping the position of the closing gate 

constant at 70% and the rotating speed of the drum constant at 19 r/min. 

Altogether, 99 experiments were carried out (3 × 3 × 3 × 3 = 81 experiments + 

experiments for declination angles 10 and 15 mm/m: 2 × 3 × 3 × 1 × 1 = 18). 

The capacity was managed by feeding the number of logs corresponding to 

the target capacity level into the drum at 5-second intervals. In practice the log 

length affected the realised capacity, because the number of logs corresponding to 

the target capacity at 5-second interval was rounded towards target capacity level. 

The realised capacity values were used later in modelling. The rotating speed of 

the drum was scaled via the critical rotating speed of the drum (Paper III) and was 

managed via the inverter of the electric motor. The horizontal position of the 

closing gate was adjusted manually according to a scale on the discharge end of 

the drum. The declination angle was managed by means of regulating screws at 

the corners of the base. The volume of logs in the drum was calculated by 

multiplying the volume of a single log by the number of logs in the drum, of 

which a tally was kept. The drum was emptied after 10 experiments, and if the 

actual number of logs deviated from the calculated value by more than 20 the 

previous 10 experiments were repeated. 

All the drum parameters were set according to the plan before the beginning 

of each experiment and the drum was balanced to a steady-state by maintaining 

the feed capacity level until it equalled the capacity of discharging logs. The 

actual experiment was then started. At the beginning of each experiment 50 logs 

marked with consecutive numbers were fed into the drum at 5-second intervals. 

The output time for each numbered log was recorded. Thus the residence times of 

all the numbered logs could be calculated and the average time was used for 

modelling. 
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3.4.1 Residence time of logs 

The ratio between volume of logs in drum4 and capacity (Equation 22) 

determined the residence time of logs in the drum (τd) with a correlation of 0.99 

and a MAPE (mean absolute percentage error, see Appendix 1) of 0.08 in Paper 

III. 

 2

3

x̂ volume of logs in drum
residence time of logs in drum

x capacityd


 


 (22) 

A short residence time of logs in the drum requires a small volume of logs in the 

drum and high capacity, although the volume of logs in the drum seems to effect 

the residence time more than does the capacity, as can be seen from Fig. 6 in 

Paper III. 

The distributions of the residence time of logs in different positions of the 

closing gate (PG) are shown in Fig. 22. The residence times of logs in the drum 

are close to normal distribution. The standard deviation of the residence time 

increases linearly as the average residence time of logs increases (Fig. 23). The 

average residence time of the logs in the pilot-scale drum experiments is 8.92 

minutes, and most of the average residence times in these experiments are 

between 4 and 16 minutes. 

                                                        
4 The volume of logs in the drum was calculated by multiplying the volume of a single log by the 
number of logs in the drum. In mills, volume of logs in the drum (marked 2x̂ ) is estimated by the 
filling degree of the drum. However, longer logs result in looser packing of the logs in the drum. 
Therefore the relation between filling degree and volume of logs in the drum is affected at least by log 
length. 
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Fig. 22. An example of the distributions of the residence times of logs in the pilot-

scale drum experiments given a rotating speed of the drum of 22 r/min, capacity 0.18 

m3/h, declination angle of the drum 5 mm/m and logs of length 40 cm. PG is the 

position of closing gate. 

Fig. 23. Standard deviation of residence time of logs as a function of average 

residence time of logs in each experiment. 
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3.4.2 Mechanical abrasion of logs 

The effect of the residence time of logs in the drum on the debarking result was 

then studied. Since no actual loosening of the bark occurs in a pilot-scale drum, 

the mechanism was studied indirectly by wrapping a piece of white paper around 

the log, followed by a piece of carbon paper and a surface layer of plastic foil to 

prevent inner layers from tearing (Fig. 24). In this way the mechanical abrasion 

experienced by the log in the drum was copied onto the white paper. In the next 

phase the patterns on the paper were converted to digital format using a flat-bed 

scanner, the images being loaded into Matlab and each pixel being given a value 

between 0 (black) and 255 (white) on the basis of the original colour on the white 

paper. Mechanical abrasion at the point of each pixel was first defined directly 

using the numerical value of the pixel (between 0 and 255). Since larger pixel 

values meant less mechanical abrasion, the latter was re-defined by the percentage 

of pixels lying below a threshold value 220. A threshold value of 220 was chosen, 

because this corresponded best to the inverse of the original pixel values. This 

resulted in more logical definition, as larger values meant greater mechanical 

abrasion. 
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Fig. 24. Equipment used to study the mechanical abrasion of logs in the pilot-scale 

drum. Revised from Paper IV. Published by permission of Appita. 

The correlation between mechanical abrasion and the residence time of logs in the 

drum was 0.87, Fig. 25. The following Linguistic Equation model is presented in 

order to illustrate the effect of the process variables and log length on mechanical 

abrasion of logs (Equation 23). The correlation of the model with mechanical 
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abrasion of logs is 0.77. Residence time is not used in the model as in Paper III, 

because the Equation 23 has already the volume of logs in the drum and capacity 

as inputs, these being the variables which determine the residence time of logs. 

Mechanical abrasion of logs  =        +0.04 × x1 – rotating speed of the drum 

                                                         +0.37 × 2x̂ –  volume of logs in the drum 

                                                         −0.36 × x3 – capacity (23) 

                                                         +0.31 × x6 – length of log 

                +0.01            bias        

According to the model, mechanical abrasion of logs increases when the rotating 

speed of the drum is increased, the volume of logs in the drum is increased, the 

capacity is reduced and the log length is increased. 

The results concerning the patterns of mechanical abrasion of the logs in the 

longitudinal and circumferential directions are presented in Paper IV. These 

indicate that only the ends of the logs receive powerful blows when striking other 

logs and the drum itself, whereas the sides of the log do not seem to be hit very 

hard, as the colour on them is evenly distributed.  

 

Fig. 25. Dependence of mechanical abrasion on the residence time of the logs in the 

pilot-scale drum. Revised from Paper IV. Published by permission of Appita. 
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3.4.3 Volume of logs in the drum 

The residence time of logs in a drum is the ratio of the volume of logs in the drum 

to capacity, while the other drum variables have an indirect effect on residence 

time. In fact, they affect the volume of logs in the drum in the drum, which then, 

together with capacity, determines the residence time of the logs. The correlation 

of the volume of logs in the drum model with independent testing data was 0.70 

(Paper III). The Linguistic Equation model for volume of logs in the drum, as in 

Paper III, is presented in Equation 24: 

2x̂ - volume of logs in the drum = -0.03 × x1 – rotating speed of the drum 

             +0.20 × x3 – capacity 

              -0.56 × x4 – position of closing gate (24) 

              -0.21 × x7 – declination angle of drum 

              -0.53           bias 

According to the model, the position of the closing gate has the greatest effect on 

volume of logs in the drum and the effect of the rotating speed of the drum is 

small. A low volume of logs in the drum can be achieved using a high rotating 

speed of the drum, an open position of the closing gate, a low capacity and a high 

declination angle of the drum. 

3.5 Mill experiments  

The aim of the mill experiments was to study by modelling how process 

parameters affect wood content of bark and bark content of chips and to observe 

log breaking and the residence time of logs under different mill drum conditions. 

Some experiments were also performed to study the effect of log breaking and 

capacity on the size distribution of chips.  

3.5.1 Models for wood content of bark and bark content of chips 

Typical scatter plots for a wood room are illustrated in Fig. 26. The correlations 

between variables do not seem to be unambiguous. 
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Fig. 26. Scatter plots of measurements from mill B. The wood content of the bark is on 

the x-axis and the other variables in the y-axis. The wood species is spruce. 

The models for the wood content of bark in mills A and B and a model for the 

bark content of chips in mill B are presented in Paper I. These were constructed 

without the data survey method. The parameters of the model for the wood 

content of bark are summarised in Table 5 and those parameters for the bark 

content of chips, modelled using the Linguistic Equation method, in Table 6.  

Table 5. Parameters of the models for the wood content of bark. 

Variable Mill A, softwood* Mill A, birch Mill B, spruce 

x1 – rotating speed of drum 0.48 0.47 0.22 

x2 – filling degree  −0.30 −0.45 0.16 

x3 – capacity  −0.40 −0.39 −0.31 

x4 – position of closing gate −0.13 −0.37  

x5 – bark temperature   −0.24 

       bias −0.03 0.10 −0.11 

correlation with testing data 0.37 0.39 0.45 

relative error with testing data 0.28 0.27 0.21 

* mainly pine with some spruce 
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Table 6. Parameters of the model for the bark content of chips. 

Variable Mill B, spruce 

x1 – rotating speed of drum −0.06 

x2 – filling degree  −0.07 

x3 – capacity  0.72 

       bias −0.05 

correlation with testing data 0.31 

relative error with testing data 0.34 

The wood content of the bark typically seems to decrease as the rotating speed of 

the drum decreases, the capacity increases and the position of the closing gate is 

more open, and in winter time upon de-icing of the logs to obtain a high bark 

temperature (Table 5). The filling degree in mill A is an exception (Paper I), 

because the closing gate covers almost half of the end of the drum in the 100% 

open position, so that the filling degree has to be higher than the level of the 

closing gate, in order for the logs to come out of the drum. This is the reason why 

the wood content of the bark reaches its minimum at a filling degree of 55%. The 

bark content of chips seems to decrease as the rotating speed of the drum 

increases, the filling degree increases and the capacity decreases. Capacity seems 

to have the largest effect on the bark content of the chips (Table 6).  

Using all the phases and input variable combinations of systematic data 

survey, hundreds of thousands of model candidates were constructed and tested. 

The examples in Paper II illustrated how the training data used to construct the 

model can affect the simulation result when independent testing data are used. 

The correlation between the measurements of the wood content of the bark and 

the model was 0 in Paper II when the data was selected without any prior analysis 

(Fig. 27). The correlation was better (0.33 in Fig. 28) when the data survey 

method had been used, because training data consisted of best possible inputs, 

interactions between the variables and data window sizes. 
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Fig. 27. Simulation of the wood content of bark model with independent testing data 

when the training data have been selected without prior analysis in mill A. Wood 

species is birch. Revised from Paper II. Published by permission of ICINCO. 

Fig. 28. Simulation of the wood content of bark model with independent testing data 

when the training data have been selected using the data survey method in mill A. 

Wood species is birch. Revised from Paper II. Published by permission of ICINCO. 
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3.5.2 Log breaking and residence time of logs in the drum 

An alternative way of estimating wood loss was studied in mill E. Since 

according to Niinimäki & Stoor (2003) most of the wood loss in the debarking 

drum is caused by log breaking, logs from a plywood plant (Fig. 29) were used in 

experiments to study log breaking and residence time of logs in the drum under 

different process conditions. These were homogenous spruce logs of diameter 8 

cm and length 2.5 m. Pine logs were processed in the drum during the 

experiments. The rotating speed of the drum in mill E was constant at 5 r/min. 

There is no capacity measurement system in mill E, so that the capacity was 

managed by manually selecting the infeed conveyor speed. 16 experiments were 

performed with infeed conveyor speeds of 0.04, 0.05, 0.06 and 0.07 m/s and the 

closing gate positioned at 0, 10, 20 and 30%. An infeed conveyor speed of 

0.04m/s is used in mill E for a target capacity level of 150m3/h, 0.05 m/s for 210 

m3/h, 0.06 m/s for 270 m3/h and 0.07 m/s for 320 m3/h. 

In each experiment the process was balanced to steady-state conditions at 

least 30 minutes before a bundle of 500–1000 plywood logs was loaded onto the 

infeed conveyor. The start time was recorded. The residence time of logs on the 

infeed conveyor was calculated on the basis of the speed and the length of the 

infeed conveyor, which together with the start time of the experiment enabled the 

time when log bundle entered the drum to be calculated. Video recording of log 

flow on the drum discharge conveyor was started when the first plywood logs left 

the drum, and this time was also recorded. The video recording was continued 

until no plywood logs left the drum within a space of 5 minutes. A broken log was 

defined as one which was broken into pieces – i.e. a damaged log that was still in 

one piece was not defined as broken. In addition, broken log was defined to 

consist of two log pieces. Broken logs and undamaged logs were calculated using 

one-minute bins.  

Log breaking in the experiments with different infeed conveyor speeds and 

positions of the closing gate is shown in Fig. 30. Log breaking is typically smaller 

with a more open position of the closing gate and smallest using an infeed 

conveyor speed of 0.06 m/s. The distributions of residence times of the plywood 

logs are presented in Fig. 31, where the number of logs is normalised to 100 in 

each experiment. The average residence time of all the plywood logs is 7.17 

minutes. The residence times of all logs are less than 20 minutes and they are 

close to normal distribution. The residence times are usually shorter using a more 

open position of the closing gate. An increase in the infeed conveyor speed seems 
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to reduce the residence time of the logs, especially when the closing gate is in the 

open position, but the effect is not unambiguous. 

 

Fig. 29. Plywood logs were used to study log breaking and residence times under 

different process conditions. 

Fig. 30. The percentage of broken plywood logs in mill E as a function of the position 

of closing gate and the infeed conveyor speed (IC). 
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Fig. 31. Distributions of residence times of plywood logs in mill E as a function of 

infeed conveyor speed and position of closing gate. PG is the position of closing gate. 

Similar experiments were repeated in mill E using normal pine logs. Again 16 

experiments were performed, at infeed conveyor speeds of 0.04, 0.05, 0.06 and 

0.07 m/s and 0, 10, 20 and 30% positions of the closing gate. After the process 

had been balanced to a steady-state condition for 45 minutes, a 10-minute video 

recording was made of the log flow on the drum discharge conveyor and a chip 

sample was taken from the chip conveyor for analysis in a laboratory screen. The 

average percentage of log breaking during the 10 minutes was calculated.  

Log breaking as a function of the infeed conveyor speed and the position of 

the closing gate (PG) is shown in Fig. 32. The percentage of broken logs typically 

decreases with increased infeed conveyor speed and a more open position of the 

closing gate. A comparison was also made between the average of wood content 

of the bark over a period of 10 minutes as obtained from the database and the 

percentage of broken logs, as presented in Fig. 33. The correlation is 0.66 for 

infeed conveyor speeds of 0.06 and 0.07 m/s and 0.04 for speeds of 0.04 and 0.05 

m/s. The result means that there is some interdependence between log breaking 

and wood content of the bark at higher infeed conveyor speeds. 
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Fig. 32. Percentage of broken logs in mill E as a function of infeed conveyor speed 

and the position of the closing gate (PG). The wood species is pine. 

Fig. 33. Comparison between average wood content of bark and the percentage of 

broken logs as measured over a period of 10 minutes in mill E. The wood species is 

pine. Diamonds (♦) denote samples obtained at infeed conveyor speeds of 0.04 and 

0.05 m/s and squares (■) at speeds of 0.06 and 0.07 m/s. 
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3.5.3 Effect of log breaking and capacity on size distribution of chips 

The size distribution of the chips was studied in mill E in conjunction with the 

experiments reported in Chapter 3.5.2 in which normal pine logs were processed. 

The percentages of broken logs and oversized chips are compared in Fig. 34, 

where the correlation is 0.08 at infeed conveyor speeds of 0.06 and 0.07 m/s and 

0.02 at speeds of 0.04 and 0.05 m/s. This result suggests that log breaking does 

not increase the amount of oversized chips. 

 

Fig. 34. Comparison between percentages of broken logs and oversized chips in mill 

E. The wood species is pine. Circles (●) denote samples obtained at infeed conveyor 

speeds of 0.04 and 0.05 m/s and squares (■) at speeds of 0.06 and 0.07 m/s. 

The size distributions of chips at different positions of the closing gate and infeed 

conveyor speeds in mill E are shown in Fig. 35. Fig. 36 illustrates the size 

distribution of chips from limited experiments performed in mill E. According to 

Fig. 35 the smallest accept fraction is obtained at an infeed conveyor speed of 

0.07 m/s, whereas in Fig. 36 the lowest infeed conveyor speed leads to the 

smallest accept fraction. 
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Fig. 35. Fractions of undersized, accept and oversized chips in mill E as a function of 

infeed conveyor (IC) speed and the position of the closing gate (PG). The wood 

species is pine. 

Fig. 36. Fractions of undersized, accept and oversized chips in mill E as a function of 

infeed conveyor (IC) speed and the position of the closing gate (PG). The wood 

species is pine. 
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4 Process management 

The aim of the process analysis was to study the effects of process parameters on 

the debarking result. The optimal process parameters for raw material of average 

quality depend mainly on the wood species, the process equipment and the end 

product. Since keeping the process parameters optimal all the time requires that 

they should be adapted to the quality of the raw material. A control strategy is 

proposed on the basis of the process analysis results. The simulations that follow 

were performed in a Matlab Simulink environment. In addition, the possible 

benefits of using optimal process parameters in the wood room are evaluated. 

4.1 Control strategy 

The proposed control strategy is based on controlling the position of the closing 

gate according to the quality of the raw material. The position of the closing gate 

affects the filling degree and hence the residence time of the logs. Changes in the 

quality of the raw material (e.g. in the moisture content of the logs) will affect 

bark removal, which can be observed by log cleanliness or bark content of chips 

measurement systems. In addition, there are limits for the position of the closing 

gate, and once a limit is reached the control strategy starts to adapt the rotating 

speed of the drum using an open loop control. If the long-term trend in the 

measured bark content of chips is below its set point, the control strategy will 

open the closing gate, reducing the filling degree and thus also the residence time 

of the logs. If the logs are easy to debark and the position of closing gate reaches 

its lower limit, the rotating speed of the drum will also be reduced. Similarly, the 

control strategy closes the closing gate if the long-term trend in the measured bark 

content of chips is above its set point and will increase the rotating speed of the 

drum if the upper limit for the position of closing gate is exceeded. The suggested 

control strategy is illustrated in Fig. 37.  
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Fig. 37. Suggested control strategy. 

In the simulations: 

Y =  measurement of bark content of the chips, filtered by a moving 

median of 11 measurements, 

Ys =  set point for the bark content of the chips, which is changed at 200 

minutes interval (in the range 0.4-1%), 

Gc =  PI controller, 

Gco =  open loop control for the rotating speed of the drum (Equation 29), 

X1S =  set point for the rotating speed of the drum (5 r/min), 

X1Change =  change in the rotating speed of the drum if the lower or upper limit 

for the position of the closing gate is reached (1 r/min), 

X3 =  target capacity (250 m3/h), 

X4Ref_low =  lower limit for the position of the closing gate (-400), and 

X4Ref_high =  upper limit for the position of the closing gate (0). 

The transfer function between the output and the rotation speed is: 
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The transfer function between the output and the filling degree is: 
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The transfer function between the output and the capacity is: 
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The position of the closing gate does not directly affect the output, but the 

influence comes via the filling degree of the drum: 
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The open loop control for rotating speed of the drum: 
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The model for the bark content of chips was identified by linear regression 

modelling using data from mill B. The coefficients K1, K2 and K3 were identified 

as: 

K1 = −0.02151, 

K2 = −0.00173, and 

K3 = +0.001925. 

K4 is 1, because a change in the position of the closing gate will be seen with the 

same magnitude in the filling degree. The time coefficients as estimated from the 

process data were: 

1 = 0.5 min,  

2 = 5 min,  

3 = 3 min, and 

4 = 2 min.  

The PI controller was tuned by the Ziegler-Nichols method (Ziegler & Nichols 

1942), Table 7. 
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Table 7. Control parameters in the Ziegler-Nichols method. 

Control type Kp Ki Kd 

P 0.50Kc - - 

PI 0.45Kc 1.2Kp / Pc - 

PID 0.60Kc 2Kp / Pc KpPc / 8 

The critical gain Kc for the system is 1340 and the critical oscillation period Pc is 

23. Kp for the PI controller is 0.45 × 1340 = 603 and Ki is 1.2 × 603/23 = 31.46. 

The following values are used in the simulations: 

Kp = 603 and 

Ki = 31 

Long-term variation in the quality of the raw material is simulated by d2, while 

the corresponding momentary variation is replaced by the uncertainty of the bark 

content of the chips measurement system. Fig. 38 displays the simulated control 

result of the ideal case, when the uncertainty of the bark content of the chips 

measurement system is zero with the following disturbances: 

d1(t) is 0, 

d2(t) is Asin(wt), with A = 0.5 and w = 0.01 rad/min, and 

d3(t) is a uniformly distributed random signal with an amplitude range from 

0.7 to 1.3. 
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Fig. 38. Simulation of a debarking drum which is feedback controlled by the bark 

content of the chips measurements. The simulation represents the ideal case, in 

which the uncertainty of the bark content of the chips measurement system is zero. 

The long-term variation in the quality of the raw material is compensated for in 

Fig. 38 by adjusting the position of the closing gate and the rotating speed of the 

drum. The set point for the bark content of the chips is lowest (0.4%) between 

600 and 800 minutes, and this is achieved by increasing the filling degree and 

rotating speed of the drum. The control result when the uncertainty of the bark 

content of the chips measurement system is = ± 0.62 percentage units at the 95% 

confidence level is displayed in Fig. 39 with the following disturbances: 

d1(t) is 0, 

d2(t) is Asin(wt), with A = 0.5 and w =0.01 rad/min, and 

d3(t) is a uniformly distributed random signal with an amplitude range from 

0.7 to 1.3. 
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Fig. 39. Simulation of a debarking drum which is feedback controlled by the bark 

content of the chips measurements. The uncertainty of the bark content of the chips 

measurement system is ± 0.62 percentage units at 95% confidence level. 

The long-term variation in the quality of the raw material is again compensated 

for by adjusting the position of the closing gate and the rotating speed of the 

drum. The uncertainty of the bark content of the chips measurement system is 

± 0.62 percentage units at 95% confidence level, which means that the measured 

values vary that much around the real value of bark content of the chips. The 

simulated control result is therefore poorer than in Fig. 38. The simulated control 

result when the uncertainty of the bark content of the chips measurement system 

is zero but the frequency of d2 is 10 times higher is displayed in Fig. 40, where: 

d1(t) is 0, 

d2(t) is Asin(wt), with A = 0.5 and w = 0.1 rad/min, and 

d3(t) is a uniformly distributed random signal with an amplitude range from 

0.7 to 1.3. 
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Fig. 40. Simulation of debarking drum, which is feedback controlled by bark content of 

chips measurements. The uncertainty of bark content of chips measurement is zero. 

The disturbance is not eliminated completely in Fig. 40, but the proposed control 

strategy has managed to reduce about half of the original amplitude of the long-

term variation in the quality of the raw material. According to the simulated 

control results obtained using different uncertainties of the bark content of chips 

measurement systems at the 95% confidence level, as summarised in Table 8, the 

control performance deteriorates as the frequency of long-term variation in the 

quality of the raw material increases and the uncertainty of the bark content of 

chips measurement system increases. 
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Table 8. The summary of simulated control results. 

 

Criterion 

Uncertainty [%]* 

0 0.44 0.62 0.88 1.07 1.96 

Criterion 1** 0.71 0.43 0.31 0.2 0.15 0.05 

Criterion 2** 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.26 0.45 

Criterion 3** 6.15 15.42 25.01 44.16 63.44 196.34 

  

 

Criterion 

Uncertainty [%]* 

0 0.44 0.62 0.88 1.07 1.96 

Criterion 1*** 0.2 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.07 

Criterion 2*** 0.27 0.28 0.3 0.33 0.36 0.52 

Criterion 3*** 69.7 78.76 88.73 107.32 127.08 264.75 

* uncertainty of bark content of chips measurement system at 95% confidence level 

** d2(t) = Asin(wt), with A = 0.5 and w = 0.01 rad/min 

*** d2(t) = Asin(wt), with A = 0.5 and w = 0.1 rad/min 

Criterion 1 = correlation of set point with measured bark content of chips 

Criterion 2 = standard deviation of control error 

Criterion 3 = integrated square error (ISE) of control error (Appendix 1) 

d2(t) = long-term variation in the quality of the raw material  

4.2 Benefits of wood room management 

The following benefits can be achieved by adapting the process parameters 

according to the quality of the raw material. Given that wood loss is typically 1–

3% (Koskinen 1999), a saving of 10% of that would mean 0.1–0.3% less wood 

loss. Since an average Finnish pulp mill producing 500 000 tons of bleached pine 

sulphate pulp will require 2.7 million cubic metres of wood, assuming a 

consumption of 5.4 m3 wood per ton of pulp (Koskinen 1999), a saving of 0.1–

0.3% of the annual raw material consumption would mean 2700 to 8100 m3 of 

wood, worth 108 000–324 000 €, assuming the price of wood to be 40 €/m3. It 

should also be taken into account, however, that the wood loss can be burned, 

whereupon its value is about 25% of the original raw material price. The annual 

saving to be achieved by reducing wood loss would therefore be 81 000–

243 000 €.  

If the problem in the wood room is excessive debarking, the residence time of 

the logs and the rotating speed of the drum can be reduced. This will cause less 

damage to the logs and decrease the wood loss. The requirements for bark 

removal in mechanical pulp mills are high and the process parameters can be 

adjusted to reduce problems in the subsequent processes caused by excessive 
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bark. On the other hand, since he wood room is typically accused of causing 

problems in the subsequent processes, excessive debarking is also possible in 

mechanical pulp mills if debarking is continued as a precaution even after 

reaching the requirement for bark removal. 

The power of the drum as a function of filling degree and rotating speed of 

the drum is presented in Fig. 41. It decreases when the rotating speed and filling 

degree are reduced, which means that avoiding excessive debarking also saves 

energy. 

It is recommended that the wood room should be operated at a high capacity, 

which will enable mills to respond better to growing production demands in the 

future. If extra capacity is not needed, the same production can be achieved in a 

shorter time, which may mean labour savings. 

 

Fig. 41. Power of the drum in mill A as a function of its rotating speed and filling 

degree. Triangles (▲) denote a rotating speed of 6.5 r/min and dashes (-) 5.0 r/min.  
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5 Discussion 

The discussion will begin with an evaluation of sources of uncertainty in the 

work, after which the results of the process analysis and the process management 

will be discussed and summarised. Some observations and suggestions for better 

process management will then be listed, and finally, proposals will be made for 

future work in this field. 

5.1 Sources of uncertainty 

5.1.1 Wood loss and bark removal measurement systems 

The wood loss measurement system only measures the surface of the bark 

conveyor, assuming the mixture of bark and wood to be homogenous, which is 

seldom the case. In addition, the surface of the bark conveyor looks different 

depending on whether the bark conveyor is going in the same direction as the 

main process flow or the reverse direction. According to Piggot & Thompson 

(1987), most of the bark is removed from the logs shortly after entering the drum. 

If the process flows go in the same direction, the surface of the bark conveyor at 

the measuring point will contain wood, but if the directions of flow are opposite it 

will contain mostly bark. This can probably be corrected by calibrating the wood 

loss measurement system. However, if the process flows are going in opposite 

directions, it may be difficult to define the wood content of the bark if most of the 

wood material is covered by bark. Also, operating the wood room at low capacity 

may cause the rubber belt of the bark conveyor to be seen under the mixture of 

wood and bark, which may affect the result of the wood loss measurement 

system. Under normal conditions, the contrast between bark and wood in 

softwood species is sufficient for measurement systems to distinguish between 

them, but measuring hardwoods may be challenging, especially if the colour of 

the raw material has altered, e.g. because of a long storage time. 

Mills A, B, C and E were equipped with wood loss measurement systems, but 

only mill C had a log cleanliness measurement system and mill B a bark content 

of chips measurement system. The correlation of the average of 1-minute on-line 

measurements of the wood content of bark with manual samples was 0.64, and 

the uncertainty of wood loss measurement system in the case of pine was ±11.66 

(percentage units of the wood content of bark) at the 95% confidence level. This 
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would mean that if the actual wood content of bark was 11.66%, the wood loss 

measurement system would place 95% of the values of dispersion between 0 and 

23.32%. These values correspond to a wood loss of about 0–3%, which is equal to 

the typical wood loss for pine, assuming the bark percentage to be 12% and the 

log cleanliness 100% (Fig. 19). The uncertainty was probably overestimated in 

this work, however, because the measurements of the wood content of bark were 

available in the databases only as 1-minute averages, and it was these that were 

compared with the results for manual samples. This probably increased the 

uncertainty of wood loss measurement system compared with the ideal case, 

where the same point on the bark conveyor is analysed by on-line measurement 

system than the manual sample is taken. 

In addition, the equivalence between wood loss and the wood content of the 

bark is also dependent on bark percentage and dry substance masses of bark and 

wood per unit green volume (Fig. 19), an effect that was emphasized at large 

wood content of bark values. In practise, the logs cut using harvesters usually 

contain less bark, because part of the bark is left in the forest. Also, the bark 

percentage depends on the geographical location of the tree (Koskinen 1999). 

This suggests that it may be difficult to evaluate real wood loss on the basis of 

measurements of the wood content of bark without knowing the raw material 

information.  

No attempt was made to evaluate the uncertainty of bark removal 

measurement systems, due to the shortage of working measurement systems in 

mills and the lack of reliable reference values. This would have been important, 

because the proposed control strategy bases on these measurements. On the other 

hand, the simulator model gave us a limited opportunity to study the effect of the 

uncertainty of the bark content of chips measurement system on the control 

performance. However, it may be difficult to measure absolute values for the 

amount of bark in chips from the surface of a heterogeneous chip flow when the 

bark content of the chips themselves typically varies around 0–2% (Fig. 21). The 

equivalence between the bark content of chips and the removed volume 

percentage of bark from incoming logs is also dependent on bark percentage and 

dry substance masses of bark and wood per unit green volume. 

5.1.2 Pilot-scale drum experiments  

The experiments using the pilot-scale drum included the following sources of 

uncertainty. First of all, the volume of logs in the drum was determined by 
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multiplying the volume of a single log by the number of logs in the drum, and it 

was possible that the number of calculated logs differed from the actual number in 

the drum during the experiment. However, the drum was emptied after 10 

experiments and the number of logs counted. If this number differed from the 

calculated value by more than 20 logs, the previous 10 experiments were 

repeated. Thus such errors did not affect the results. In addition, carbon paper 

traces on white paper were used to record mechanical abrasion. This method was 

discovered to study the dependence of debarking result on the residence time of 

logs in the drum. The present author has no knowledge of other similar 

experiments and cannot evaluate how applicable this method is for studying 

mechanical abrasion in the drum. 

5.1.3 Mill experiments 

The experiments performed in the mills included the following sources of 

uncertainty. First of all, the quality of the raw material changed during the 

experiments. This had substantial effect on the results, possibly more than the 

process parameters studied here. Secondly, it was difficult to keep process 

parameters other than the one to be studied constant. This affected the results, 

especially since it was difficult to keep the capacity constant and this affected the 

residence time of the logs in the drum. In addition, the condition of the chipper 

blades was not constant. They became worn during the experiments, and although 

they were systematically changed, the blade conditions were obviously not the 

same throughout. This did probably not have much effect on chip size distribution 

results, assuming that no hard objects such as stones or pieces of metal entered 

the chipper to damage the blades during the experiments. 

Some logs had already been damaged by the pliers of trucks loaders, which 

affected the results of the experiments to study log breakage in the mills. The 

effect on the results was quite insignificant, however, if only a few logs were 

damaged when the total number of plywood logs was typically between 500–

1000. Secondly, the plywood logs were processed together with heterogeneous 

pine logs. This affected breakage of the plywood logs in the experiments if there 

were rugged pine logs in the drum simultaneously. Thirdly, capacity changed 

during the experiments and mill E was not equipped for capacity measurement. 

Capacity was managed by manually selecting the speed of the infeed conveyor, 

which can lead to variation in the actual capacity if the infeed conveyor is not 

loaded evenly and thus have a substantial effect on the residence times of the logs. 
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Fourthly, the videos were analysed manually, although as the number of logs in 

each experiment was large, a few errors as to whether a log was broken or not did 

not greatly affect the results. On the other hand, especially when operating the 

wood room at high capacity, there were several layers of logs in the conveyor and 

those at the bottom could not be analysed. This probably had some effect on the 

results. Fifthly, a broken log was defined as consisting of two pieces, and it was 

possible that some logs could have been broken into more than two pieces if their 

residence time was long. In this case the calculated percentage of broken logs 

may have been too high, especially in experiments with longer residence times. 

The residence time of logs in the drum was also studied in plywood log 

experiments, on the assumption that plywood logs behaved in a similar manner to 

other logs. If this assumption does not hold good, the residence times of the 

plywood logs may have introduced a systematic error into the results. The 

residence time of the logs on the infeed conveyor was obtained by dividing the 

length of the infeed conveyor by its speed. This was done in all the experiments 

and will have introduced a systematic error into the residence time of the logs if 

the actual infeed conveyor speed differed from the measured value. 

5.2 Process analysis 

The process analysis results as obtained in the pilot-scale drum and mill 

experiments will first be discussed and then summarised at the end of the section. 

5.2.1 Pilot-scale drum results 

The residence time of logs in the drum was best explained by the ratio between 

volume of logs in drum and capacity (Equation 22), which had a correlation of 

0.99 with independent testing data. This basic flow equation has been presented 

earlier, e.g. by Piggot & Thompson (1987), but the model has not previously been 

validated using debarking drum data. The model suggested that a short residence 

time could be achieved by using a low volume of logs in the drum and a high 

capacity, the volume of logs in the drum having more effect on residence time 

than capacity. The residence times of the logs were close to normal distribution 

(Fig. 22). In the experiments with a short residence time the marked logs left the 

drum in almost the same order in which they had been fed into the drum, but with 

a long residence time the marked logs left the drum in more of a random order 
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(Fig. 23). This means, that a long residence time increases mixing of the logs in 

the drum. 

Mechanical abrasion of logs depended mostly on residence time of logs in the 

drum. This is a matter of common sense, as the logs received more mechanical 

abrasion with a longer residence time. According to Equation 23, mechanical 

abrasion of logs increases with increased volume of logs in the drum, lower 

capacity, increased rotating speed of the drum and longer logs. Capacity and 

volume of logs in the drum affect the residence time of the logs (Equation 22), 

which then affects the mechanical abrasion of logs (Equation 23). Also, long logs 

weigh more than short ones and have more violent contacts with the drum and 

other logs. A higher rotating speed of the drum increases the frequency of contacts 

with the drum and with other logs in the drum, thereby increasing mechanical 

abrasion, but the effect of rotating speed on the residence time is small, which is 

contrary to observations in mills. Only the ends of the logs received powerful 

blows when striking other logs and the drum itself, whereas the sides did not 

seem to be hit hard and the mechanical abrasion was evenly distributed. This may 

suggest that the bark was loosened by blows on the ends of the logs and shear 

forces on their sides, but results are probably not equally valid for the real 

process, where the raw material is heterogeneous.  

The volume of logs in the drum model (Equation 24) helped us to understand 

the interactions between drum variables, in that other drum variables affected the 

volume of logs in the drum and then indirectly the residence time of the logs. 

According to the model, the position of the closing gate has the greatest effect on 

the volume of logs in the drum. A low volume of logs in the drum can be achieved 

using a high rotating speed of the drum, an open position of the closing gate, a 

low capacity and a high declination angle of the drum. 

Piggot & Thompson (1987) concluded correctly in their study of log flows 

that each capacity level and position of the closing gate seeks a unique filling 

degree. They also concluded that each position of the closing gate and filling 

degree produces a unique capacity. This is true only when the position of the 

closing gate and the filling degree are constant, but the filling degree was kept 

constant by increasing the log feed capacity, which is the original reason why the 

capacity also increased. Omberg (1993) deduced that the rotating speed of the 

drum determines the capacity, but this is not true, because increasing the rotating 

speed of the drum increases the capacity only for a while, until a new filling 

degree is established. This can be seen from the volume of logs in the drum model 

(Equation 24), where an increase in the rotating speed of the drum reduces the 
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filling degree. If all logs were returned to the drum infeed, the filling degree was 

kept high, because the feed capacity increased (as also suggested by the volume 

of logs in the drum model). Furthermore, the rotating speed of the drum cannot 

increase capacity on steady-state conditions, because the capacity depends in 

mills only the loading of logs onto the infeed conveyor.  

5.2.2 Mill results 

At the first stage in the work the data obtained during normal wood room 

operation were modelled. The models suggested that the wood content of the bark 

usually decreases, when the rotating speed of the drum is reduced, the capacity 

increases, the closing gate is more open and, in winter time, the logs are de-iced 

properly to obtain a high bark temperature (Table 5). The filling degree in mill A 

was an exception, because the closing gate covered almost half of the end of the 

drum in the 100% open position, which meant that the filling degree had to be 

higher than the level of the closing gate so that the logs were able to come out of 

the drum. This was the reason why the wood content of the bark reached its 

minimum at a filling degree of 55%. The bark content of the chips decreased 

when the rotating speed of the drum was increased, the filling degree increased 

and the capacity decreased. The capacity seemed to have the largest effect on the 

bark content of the chips (Table 6). 

The systematic data survey method developed here enabled useful data sets 

and variable interactions to be identified better than when the training data are 

selected without any a priori analysis (Fig. 27 and Fig. 28). This is because 

interactions can be difficult to discover from randomly selected data, as can be 

seen in Fig. 26. The data survey method enabled a systematic analysis to be 

performed using different data windows and combinations of input variables, 

resulting in the construction and testing of hundreds of thousands of model 

candidates. Although the data survey method proceeded systematically, some 

expertise was necessary for defining the correct boundaries for calculating the 

parameters, e.g. the data window sizes. If the limits were set too wide, the 

calculation times could increase exponentially. Since there was no automated 

procedure for selecting the best model candidates from table of results, expertise 

was also required at this point. This is mainly because selection of the best model 

candidates calls for visual inspection of the behaviour of the model and is 

therefore difficult to automate. It is possible, however, to obtain the same results 

by manually selecting different input combinations and data sets for modelling 
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(like in Paper I), but this is time consuming. Despite the fact that the data survey 

method analysed the data systematically, it was not able to provide ideal models 

for wood content of bark or bark content of the chips. This suggests that wood 

room data contain too many changes in the quality of the raw material, 

measurement noises or other process disturbances that it is difficult to obtain ideal 

models. 

The correlations of the mill models with independent testing data were below 

0.45. Imagining all the possible growing environments for a tree and the varying 

storage times, one can realise how much the quality of the raw material entering a 

mill can vary. It is possible that these quality changes may explain a large part of 

the variation in wood loss and bark removal. The low correlations of the mill 

models can be explained on the grounds that it was not possible to use the quality 

of the raw material information in modelling and by reference to the reliability of 

the measurements, as discussed earlier. Together this means that the reliability of 

mill models was not sufficient for any conclusions to be drawn, and an alternative 

way of estimating wood loss was needed. This was done by studying log breakage 

in the mill drum, which according to Niinimäki & Stoor (2003) correlates with 

wood loss. 

Log breakage was studied first in mill E under several sets of process 

conditions using homogenous leftover logs from the plywood plant, and was 

typically found to be lower with a more open position of the closing gate (Fig. 

30). The effect of infeed conveyor speed on the log breakage in Fig. 30 is difficult 

to explain. The reason is probably actual capacity variation when the infeed 

conveyor was not loaded evenly. The residence time of plywood logs under 

different sets of process conditions was also studied (Fig. 31). The residence 

times were usually shorter with a more open position of closing gate. Some higher 

capacities, however, showed longer residence times than smaller ones, the reason 

probably again being variation in the actual capacity. The residence times of all 

the logs in all the experiments were less than 20 minutes. 

The breaking of pine logs under different sets of process conditions was also 

studied and chip samples were taken. Here log breakage decreased with increased 

infeed conveyor speed and usually with a more open position of the closing gate 

(Fig. 32). The exception was the 10% position of the closing gate at an infeed 

conveyor speed of 0.07 m/s, which resulted in less log breaking than with the 0% 

position. The correlation between log breaking in the drum and the average wood 

content of the bark was 0.66 for infeed conveyor speeds of 0.06 and 0.07 m/s and 

0.04 for speeds of 0.04 and 0.05 m/s. This result means that there is some 
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interdependence between log breaking and the wood content of bark at higher 

infeed conveyor speeds. 

The correlation between the log breaking percentages and oversized chips 

was 0.08 for infeed conveyor speeds of 0.06 and 0.07 m/s and 0.02 for speeds of 

0.04 and 0.05 m/s, implying that log breaking does not increase the amount of 

oversized chips. According to Fig. 35 the smallest accept fraction was achieved at 

an infeed conveyor speed of 0.07 m/s. This can be explained by the actual 

capacity or by raw material variation, or by the fact that the actual capacity was 

too high for optimal chipping and logs entered the chipper in successive layers, 

some of them being chipped by the outer part of the chip disc. The results in Fig. 

36 support the findings of Pihtsalmi (2005) in mill D; low infeed conveyor speed 

leads to smallest accept fraction. It is difficult on the basis of Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 

to define the optimal position of the closing gate for obtaining good size 

distribution of chips, as the 0% position seemed to provide a smaller accept 

fraction than more closed positions. It was observed earlier, however, that a 

totally open closing gate reduced the residence time and mechanical abrasion of 

the logs. Also, the results obtained in mill E (Fig. 30 and Fig. 32) suggested that 

log breaking was less marked with a more open gate position. It was therefore 

expected that log breaking would increase undersized and oversized fractions of 

the chips, but the results above and in Fig. 34 do not show such a dependence.  

Niiranen (1985) concluded that the drum operates most efficiently when the 

filling degree is about 50%. This is a useful suggestion for increasing debarking 

efficiency if there are problems in achieving the required bark removal. Economic 

issues are more important today, however, and, depending on capacity, this 

strategy may lead to excessive debarking and a high wood loss. Hedenberg (1990) 

defined the filling degree of 40% as optimal for tumble debarking. In his case the 

drum was operated on a batch basis, but in the real process it is volume of logs in 

the drum (which is usually estimated by the filling degree of the drum) together 

with the capacity that determine the residence time of the logs, which then affects 

the wood loss. As the filling degree in a real process decreases, wood loss is 

reduced if the capacity is kept constant. Omberg (1993) analysed wood loss on 

the basis of three levels of the rotating speed and filling degree of a mill drum 

based on manual samples, and concluded that wood loss was at a minimum at a 

rotating speed of 7 r/min and at a maximum at 4 r/min. The lowest wood loss was 

obtained with a filling degree of 50% and the greatest wood loss occurred at 25%. 

These results are in disagreement with the results of this work. The tests were 

performed in a mill drum, where the quality of the raw material probably changed 
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during the experiments and affected the results more than did the variables under 

study. 

5.2.3 Summary of the process analysis 

The experiments at the mills were affected by changes in the quality of the raw 

material, difficulties in keeping the process parameters constant and perhaps even 

the reliability of the measurements, which reduce the substance of the individual 

mill results. On the other hand, the results obtained from the pilot-scale drum 

contained fewer uncertainties due to good possibilities for managing the process 

parameters and the homogeneity of the raw material. In addition, wood loss was 

studied in a parallel way by examining log breakage under different sets of 

process conditions. 

Residence time of logs in the drum affects wood loss and bark removal 

The pilot-scale drum results suggested that a short residence time of logs in the 

drum and low level of mechanical abrasion were achieved when the capacity was 

high and the volume of logs in the drum was low. The mill models suggested that 

high capacity and low filling degree, which reduced the residence time of the 

logs, also lowered the wood content of the bark and increased the bark content of 

the chips. These results mean that the residence time of the logs affects wood loss 

and bark removal. 

Log breaking increases wood loss 

Log breakage in mill E was typically reduced by opening the closing gate and 

increasing the capacity (Fig. 30 and Fig. 32). The mill models suggested that high 

capacity and an open position of the closing gate will lead to a low wood content 

of the bark. The pilot-scale drum results suggested that the process conditions, 

where log breakage in mill E was low, led to low mechanical abrasion. In 

addition, Fig. 33 suggested some dependence between log breakage and the wood 

content of the bark in mill E. These results together suggest that log breakage 

increases wood loss. This supports earlier findings of Niinimäki & Stoor (2003). 
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Log can be debarked in a shorter time than proposed earlier 

The pilot-scale drum corresponds to a full-scale drum with a diameter of 5 m and 

a length of 30 m. The diameter of the drum in mill E was 5.5 m and the length 26 

m, i.e. it was shorter than the scaled value for the pilot-scale drum but 0.5 m 

larger in diameter. Thus the dimensions were of the same magnitude and the 

residence times of the logs were assumed to be comparable. The residence times 

of the logs in the pilot-scale drum were presented in Fig. 22 and the results 

obtained in mill E in Fig. 31. The infeed conveyor speeds of 0.04 m/s or 0.05 m/s 

in Fig. 31 corresponded to the 0.180 m3/h capacity of the pilot-scale drum if the 

infeed conveyor in mill E can be assumed to have been loaded constantly during 

the experiments. The shapes of distributions are similar and close to normal 

distribution in both cases. The average residence time of all the plywood logs in 

mill E was 7.17 minutes and the residence time of all logs were less than 20 

minutes. The average residence time of the logs in the pilot-scale drum 

experiments was 8.92 minutes, and most of the average residence times in these 

experiments were between 4 and 16 minutes (Fig. 23). Since the residence time of 

pine logs of normal quality is usually 20–25 minutes according to Koskinen 

(1999), the results proposed that they can be debarked in a shorter time. In 

addition, the similarity of the distributions and absolute residence times between 

the drums also suggests that the log flows in pilot-scale drum and in the mill drum 

were similar. 

It can be recommended to operate the wood room with a high capacity 

In order to obtain a low wood loss it was necessary to avoid excessive debarking, 

which would have increased log breakage. It was shown that a high capacity 

reduced the residence time of the logs in the drum, the wood content of the bark 

and log breakage if the filling degree remained constant. The lowest capacities 

seemed to reduce the accept fraction of chips in Fig. 36 and in mill D using thin 

logs (Pihtsalmi 2005), probably because the logs did not support each other and 

could be chipped at the wrong angle. On the other hand, the highest infeed 

conveyor speed (0.07 m/s) seemed to reduce the accept fraction of chips in Fig. 

35. The effect of capacity on the size distribution of the chips was not 

unambiguous in the present experiments, however, and therefore it is 

recommended to operate the wood room with a high capacity, because this will 

lead to a lower wood content of the bark and increase annual production. In 
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addition, Niiranen (1984) and Hartler (1996) have concluded earlier that broken 

pieces yield poor quality chips. According to Pihtsalmi (2005) log breaking 

resulted into low accept fraction, which can be avoided by using high capacity. 

However, the capacity level is restricted by the requirements for bark removal. 

The capacity level probably needs to be lowered, especially in wintertime, when 

the logs need a longer residence time on the infeed conveyor in order to be 

properly de-iced.  

Summary of wood loss and bark removal measurements  

Wood loss is an important economic factor in a wood room, but it is difficult to 

measure directly. The wood content of the bark can be measured, but the 

equivalence between actual wood loss and the wood content of the bark is also 

dependent on bark percentage and dry substance masses of bark and wood per 

unit green volume (Fig. 19). In addition, the uncertainty of wood loss 

measurement system was seen in this work to be high (Fig. 18). If the wood loss 

measurement system could be calibrated to measure dry mass of wood material 

on the bark conveyor (Fig. 20), the correlation with actual wood loss appears to 

be better.  

Similarly, the bark content of the chips is a critical factor for the subsequent 

process stages, especially in thermo mechanical pulp making, but it may be 

difficult to measure directly. Log cleanliness can be measured, but the 

equivalence between the bark content of the chips and log cleanliness is also 

dependent on bark percentage and dry substance masses of bark and wood per 

unit green volume (Fig. 21). This effect is small, however, when log cleanliness is 

high, as in mechanical pulp making. The use of green raw material and optimal 

process conditions in the wood room will also lead to a low wood content of the 

bark, which correlates better with actual wood loss (Fig. 19). The relation of bark 

removal to wood loss depends mainly on the quality of the raw material: i.e. when 

the logs are to be debarked to the required bark removal level, the wood loss will 

be smaller when the bark is easy to remove than in case where the bond strength 

between the bark and the wood is high and a long residence time of the logs in the 

drum is needed. 

It is important in the subsequent process stages that wood room can reach the 

required bark content of chips. The bark content of chips can be defined e.g. by 

measuring the log cleanliness and taking the above properties of the incoming raw 

material into consideration. On the other hand, the wood loss measurement 
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system seems not to be so important, because the first priority is to debark the 

logs according to the required bark content of the chips, and the magnitude of the 

wood loss is affected by the quality of the raw material. This also suggests that 

when logs are debarked only to the required bark content of the chips, the log 

breakage and wood loss will also be minimised. 

5.3 Process management 

According to the mill models, a high capacity, low filling degree and low rotating 

speed of the drum seemed to reduce the wood content of the bark and increase the 

bark content of the chips. The pilot-scale drum results suggested that a short 

residence time and low level of mechanical abrasion could be achieved when the 

capacity was high and the volume of the logs in the drum was low. These findings 

formed the basis for a proposed control strategy, in which the residence time of 

the logs should be adapted according to quality of the debarked raw material as 

observed by bark removal measurement systems. The residence time of the logs is 

determined by capacity and the volume of the logs in the drum, but only latter is 

adapted, by changing the position of the closing gate, while capacity is kept as 

large as possible to maintain a high level of production. 

The rotating speed of the drum increased the mechanical abrasion only 

slightly, but it seemed to have a relative large effect on the mill models. In 

addition, Hedenberg (1990) concluded that an increased rotating speed of the 

drum increased the wood loss and log cleanliness even with the same debarking 

time. An increase in the rotating speed of the drum will also increase its power 

(Fig. 41), which means that the logs will receive more energy per unit of time. 

The above facts also formed the basis for managing the rotating speed of the drum 

in addition to the residence time of the logs. In the proposed control strategy the 

rotating speed of the drum is increased by 1 r/min after reaching the upper limit 

for the position of the closing gate. Similarly, the rotating speed is reduced by 1 

r/min after reaching the lower limit for the gate position. 

A simulator model, which is feedback controlled by bark content of the chips 

measurements is described in section 4.1. In addition, the effect of uncertainty of 

bark content of chips measurement system can be evaluated. The simulations 

showed that the control performance depended on the long-term variation in the 

quality of the raw material and the uncertainty of the bark content of the chips 

measurement system. The ideal case in which the uncertainty of this measurement 

system is zero and the frequency of long-term variation in the quality of the raw 
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material is low is illustrated in Fig. 38. The control strategy had compensated for 

the quality of the raw material (with high bond strengths between the bark and the 

wood) by closing the gate and increasing the rotating speed of the drum, or vice 

versa in the case of a low bond strength. A simulation in which the uncertainty of 

the bark content of the chips measurement system is taken into account is 

illustrated in Fig. 39. This meant that process management was based on bark 

content of the chips measurements which differed from the actual values, thus 

detracting from the control performance. The control compensated for about half 

of the amplitude of the disturbance in Fig. 40, but the control was too slow to 

compensate completely for the high frequency disturbance. Since the quality of 

the raw material is measured from debarked logs which have already left the 

drum, the more frequent the quality changes are, the less optimal the process 

parameters are for resulting quality of the raw material in the drum 

The filling degree needed to be adapted from -600 to 400% in the simulation 

cases to compensate for the disturbances, although the physical process range is 

0–100%. This suggests that if the physical limits on the position of the closing 

gate are taken into consideration, it is not possible to eliminate changes in the 

quality of the raw material in Figs. 38, 39 and 40. This is because capacity had the 

dominant effect on the model for the bark content of the chips, while the effect of 

the filling degree was small. This is at variance with results in the pilot-scale 

drum. Filling degree seemed to have a greater effect on residence time than 

capacity, while the effects of filling degree and capacity on mechanical abrasion 

were the same. This means that the mill results suggest that capacity has a greater 

effect on the debarking result than filling degree while the results of pilot-scale 

drum experiments suggest the opposite. The proposed process management 

strategy could eliminate disturbances with smaller changes in the position of the 

closing gate if the filling degree were to affect the bark content of the chips more 

in reality than is suggested by the mill model.  

The proposed control strategy was based only on simulations, because no mill 

trials were possible. This reduces the substance of the control results significantly, 

so that the simulator can mainly be used for studying the effect of uncertainty of 

bark content of chips measurement system and various disturbances on control 

performance. The suggested control strategy aims to keep capacity high and adapt 

the residence time by changing the position of the closing gate. However, there 

needs to be a limit to the position of closing gate to prevent the filling degree 

from becoming too high, which could disturb the log flow. The maximum limit 

for the filling degree needs to be studied in mills, but it is probably in the range 
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55–65%. In a real process the closing gate must not be shifted too often or too 

much at a time. The closing gate must be opened in small steps to prevent a high 

peak in the discharging logs which could cause the jamming of the chipper. If the 

bond strengths between the bark and the wood are high and the set point for bark 

removal is not achieved, the capacity needs to be reduced in order to increase the 

residence time of the logs.  

The process management assumes that the loading of logs is continuous. This 

is crucial, and means that loading should continue during lunch, coffee breaks and 

shift changes. Any disturbances in loading will cause a decrease in the filling 

degree of the drum and in the capacity. If the disturbance lasts for a protracted 

length of time, the capacity will approach zero, which will increases the residence 

time of the logs and make them more vulnerable to break, which will eventually 

increase the wood loss. The loading of logs does not therefore just determine the 

capacity of the wood room, but also affects log breakage and wood loss. 

Bark and wood loss usually exit the drum through bark slots, and changes in 

the quality of the raw material in the debarking drum can be observed by the 

wood loss measurement system more promptly than by the bark removal 

measurement systems. Thus the wood loss measurement system could be used to 

measure changes in the quality of the raw material already in the drum in order to 

manage the process better.  

It is only Niinimäki & Stoor (2003) who have previously proposed a process 

control strategy for the debarking drum. They suggest a minimum breakage 

principle, which uses a higher rotation speed of the drum and lower filling degree 

for thin logs and a lower rotation speed and high filling degree for rugged logs to 

keep the debarking efficiency constant. They admit that this is not suitable for 

debarking raw material of a mixed quality, which is usually the case in the wood 

room. This differs from the suggestion in this thesis, which does not aim at 

constant debarking efficiency but adjusts this by changing the process parameters 

according to the quality of the raw material. 

5.4 Observations and suggestions for better process management 

It was observed that short logs provide more a continuous flow from the drum to 

the chipper, are easier to debark and are less vulnerable to break in the drum, and 

thus usually entail a lower wood loss. Mills should therefore prefer short log 

deliveries if slashing is not possible. 
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Another suggestion concerns operating the wood room during disturbance 

situations, which usually have a potential for improvement (Chapter 2.1.6). It is 

worth considering to stop the whole wood room line in cases of large log loading 

disturbances, e.g. truck loader maintenance or shift changes. Since the capacity of 

the wood room is determined by feed capacity, the production will be the same 

regardless of whether the process is continued or not during log loading 

disturbances. Log breakage and wood loss will increase, however, if the process is 

continued and operated at low capacity.  

There is also a potential to develop operations in disturbance scenarios after 

the debarking drum, when the chipper is jammed or the metal detector raises an 

alarm. In some mills the closing gate is closed in such cases and the debarking 

process continues. This increases the filling degree in drum and thus the residence 

time of the logs, again leaving the logs more vulnerable to breakage. When the 

disturbance is over, the position of closing gate needs to be adjusted to the desired 

level in small steps, otherwise large numbers of logs will be discharged from the 

drum, which can cause jamming of the chipper. It can take a long time before the 

process reaches normal conditions. It is worth considering stopping the line 

during such disturbances, whereupon the closing gate could remain in place – no 

logs can leave because the drum has stopped. After the problems are solved, the 

line is in a steady-state condition and operation can continue, with no economic 

losses incurred. 

The filling degree is usually controlled by the speed of infeed conveyor to the 

drum, but it is also worth considering allowing the filling degree to be a free 

parameter, without trying to control it. The position of closing gate will mainly 

determine the filling degree of the drum, and instead of aiming to keep the filling 

degree constant, the first priority should be to keep the log loading constant. The 

uniformity of the infeed could possibly be increased by means of a new infeed 

conveyor innovation which consists of two or three sequential conveyors, where 

each is operated at a higher speed than the next. In this way the drivers of truck 

loaders can load log bundles onto the infeed conveyor without waiting for the 

previously loaded bundles to move on, and the empty spaces between the loaded 

bundles are reduced when they reach the debarking drum. 

Since the quality of the raw material affects the residence time of logs 

required in the drum and could have more effect on the debarking result than the 

process parameters studied here, more emphasis should be placed on the quality 

of the raw material. The freshness of the wood has a substantial effect on the 

quality of the end product and on production costs (Öman & Söderstam 2001). 
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This means that storage times in the wood yard should be minimised. The process 

parameters should be adapted according to average quality of the raw material in 

the drum, as the properties of individual logs cannot be considered. It is therefore 

important that the raw material in the drum should be as homogenous in quality as 

possible. This can be achieved by sorting the logs in the wood yard, at least by 

thickness and species. Classification of the contents of the log bundles would 

increase costs, but the first priority should be to classify the bundles that cannot 

be loaded directly into the process and have to be placed in intermediate storage 

in the wood yard. The logistic system should also consider aiming at as long 

campaign runs with similar logs as possible before accepting logs of a different 

type for processing. Otherwise thin logs will be crushed by rugged ones.  

The optimal bark content of chips can be calculated to minimise costs 

through a suitable interplay between wood loss and chemicals consumption. This 

optimal bark content of chips should be used as the set point for proposed control 

strategy. However, the task to determine the optimal bark content of chips in order 

to optimise the process chain may be difficult, and mill-based expert knowledge 

and cost assessments are needed. A low bark content of the chips will allow 

savings in chemicals in pulp making, but the use of chemicals in the subsequent 

process stages is often constant and is not always dependent on the actual bark 

content of the chips. In the worst case, this might mean the same chemicals 

consumption, but additionally a high wood loss. On the other hand, too high a 

bark content of chips could reduce wood loss, but more chemicals would have to 

be used and the excessive bark could detract from the quality of the end product.  

Bark shredding before the point at which the wood content of the bark is 

measured could increase the homogeneity of the material on the bark conveyor 

and could reduce the uncertainty of the wood loss measurements. The 

uncertainties attached to wood loss and bark removal measurement systems could 

be evaluated better if the process line and bark conveyor could be stopped. Then 

the area covered by the camera of the on-line measurement system could be 

analysed manually. 

5.5 Future work 

Information on the origin, log length and harvest time of the incoming raw 

material is usually available, and is normally evaluated when entering the mill 

(e.g. for decayed logs) and measured (for mass and volume, giving a figure for 

the average density) for pricing purposes. This information could also be used in 
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process management to adapt the parameters according to the quality of the raw 

material to be loaded into the process. This could improve the control strategy 

suggested here which observes the quality of the raw material only after 

debarking. In addition, this information could be used in the wood loss 

measurement system in order to achieve a better equivalence to actual wood loss. 

Similarly, the log cleanliness measurement system could make use of such 

information for better equivalence to the bark content of the chips. If the logs are 

put into intermediate storage, such information could be used for separating raw 

material lots representing different qualities. There is assumed to be considerable 

potential for utilising raw material quality information, as quality may have more 

effect on the debarking result than do the process parameters.  
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6 Conclusions 

This thesis mainly focuses on drum debarking, which is the first process in a pulp 

and paper mill. The initial objective was to study the effect of process parameters 

on wood loss and bark removal in tumble drum debarking. A systematic data 

survey method was developed to find interactions between drum variables 

contained in wood room data, which at first sight appeared to show no 

correlations. Consequently the uncertainty attach to the wood loss measurement 

system was evaluated and a pilot-scale drum was constructed to study the 

residence time of logs in the drum using exact measurements and homogenous 

raw material. The effect of capacity on the size distribution of the chips was 

studied in order to determine the optimal capacity with regard to both the 

debarking and chipping sub-processes. The final aim was to develop a control 

strategy which can optimise the processes by adapting their parameters according 

to the quality of the raw material. 

The results of this work indicated the debarking drum parameters appeared to 

affect wood loss and bark removal in the following way. High bark removal can 

be achieved by a closed position of the gate, reducing the capacity and increasing 

the rotating speed of the drum. Unfortunately, these process conditions also seem 

to increase wood loss. Despite the fact that the data survey method analysed the 

data systematically, it was not able to provide ideal models for wood content of 

bark or bark content of the chips. This suggests that wood room data contain too 

many changes in the quality of the raw material, measurement noises or other 

process disturbances that it is difficult to obtain ideal models. The ratio of the 

volume of logs in the drum to capacity determines the residence time of the logs 

in the drum. Other variables influence the volume of logs in the drum, which 

together with capacity determine the residence time of logs in the drum, which 

affects wood loss and bark removal. The volume of logs in the drum appears to be 

smaller when the closing gate is in an open position, the capacity is low, the 

rotating speed of the drum is high and the declination angle of the drum is large. 

Wood loss is an important economic factor in a wood room, but it is difficult to 

measure directly. The wood content of the bark can be measured, but the 

equivalence between actual wood loss and the wood content of bark is also 

dependent on the bark percentage and dry substance masses of bark and wood per 

unit green volume. In addition, considerable uncertainty was found to be attached 

to the wood loss measurement system in this work. Similarly, the bark content of 

the chips is a critical factor in following process stages, like in thermo mechanical 
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pulp making, but it is difficult to measure directly. Log cleanliness can be 

measured, but the equivalence between the bark content of the chips and log 

cleanliness is also dependent on the bark percentage and dry substance masses of 

bark and wood per unit green volume. This effect is nevertheless small when log 

cleanliness is high. The proposed control strategy is based on adapting the 

residence time of logs in the drum according to the quality of the raw material. 

Changes in this quality (e.g. in the moisture content of the logs) affect bark 

removal, which can be observed by a log cleanliness or bark content of the chips 

measurement systems. The residence time of logs can be adapted by controlling 

the position of the closing gate, in addition to which the control strategy adapts 

the rotating speed of the drum using an open loop control. In addition, log 

breakage in the debarking drum appears to increase wood loss. The effect of 

capacity on the size distribution of the chips was not unambiguous in this work, 

and therefore it can be recommended to operate the wood room at a high capacity, 

which will reduce wood loss and increase annual production. 

The mill experiments were affected by changes in the quality of the raw 

material and difficulties in keeping the process parameters constant, and even the 

reliability of the measurements could be questioned. These had an effect on the 

mill results, which decreases the substance of results. On the other hand, the 

results of the pilot-scale drum experiments entailed fewer uncertainties as the 

process parameters could be controlled well and the raw material was 

homogenous. In addition, wood loss could be evaluated in a parallel way by 

studying log breakage under various sets of process conditions. The proposed 

control strategy is based only on simulations, because no mill trials were possible. 

This detracts significantly from the substance of the control results and means that 

the simulator can mainly be used for studying the effects of the uncertainty of 

bark removal measurement system and disturbances on control performance. In 

the control strategy proposed here, the quality of the raw material is measured 

from debarked logs which have already left the drum. This means that the more 

frequently their quality changes, the less optimal the process parameters are for 

processed quality of the material in the drum. The process management assumes 

that the loading of logs is continuous, which determines the capacity of the wood 

room and also affects log breakage and wood loss. The residence time of logs can 

be adapted by changing either the volume of logs in the drum or the capacity. The 

suggested control strategy aims at keeping the capacity high and adapting the 

residence time by changing the position of the closing gate. There needs to be a 

limitation on the position of the closing gate, however, to prevent the filling 
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degree from becoming too high, which could disturb the log flow through the 

drum. The maximum limit for the filling degree needs to be studied in mills, but it 

is probably around 55–65%. If the bond strengths between the bark and wood are 

high and the desired bark removal is not achieved, the capacity needs to be 

reduced in order to increase the residence time of the logs.  

The results can be used to optimise the process parameters in the wood room. 

If the problem in wood room is excessive debarking, the residence time of the 

logs can be reduced and the rotating speed of the drum lowered. In this way the 

logs will be damaged less and wood loss can be reduced. The bark removal 

requirements in mechanical pulp mills are high and the process parameters can be 

adapted in order to avoid problems in the subsequent processes caused by 

excessive bark. Since the wood room is typically blamed for problems in the 

subsequent processes, it must be said that excessive debarking is also possible in 

mechanical pulp mills, if debarking is continued as a precaution after reaching the 

required bark removal. It can be recommended that the wood room should be 

operated at a high capacity, as this will enable mills to face up better to growing 

production demands. If extra capacity is not needed, the same production can be 

achieved in a shorter time, which may mean labour savings. The greatest benefit 

of operating the wood room under optimal process conditions lies in the raw 

material savings, which are estimated to be worth 80000–240000 € annually, 

figures that are based on moderate raw material savings of 0.1–0.3% in a mill 

producing 500 000 tons of bleached pine sulphate pulp at a raw material cost of 

40 €/m3. 
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Appendix 1 The performance criteria used in this 
work 

 

CORRELATION           The correlation is the R2 value of the linear fit: 
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ˆ iy  is predicted value, 

yi is actual value, and 

N is the number of data points. 
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